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CO~lPENSATED INCmlE IN CONSUI>IPTION-SAVING l:CONOMY
(2) C*(p,q): C(p,u(q))

1. INTRODUCTION AND TJlLORETICAL PRELIMJ NARlES min { cl C~ p . Cl & u (il) u(q) }.

In all-consumption economies all income is used in consumption

and therefore saving is identically zero. The allocation of

income Y (which equals here total consumption expenditure C)

into different commodity categories is carried out according

to the ordinary theory of consumer's choise: i.e. by maximizing

a continuous, increasing and quasi concave utility function
n

u(q) = u(ql, ... ,q ) under the budget constraint L p.q. = p. q:: Y,
n i=l 1 1

where p = (Pl, .. ,Pn) is the vector of exogenous ,prices.

Ey the increasingness (or nonsatiety) assumption the optimum q
is attained in the boundary of budget constraint and therefore

all income will be spent in consumption: p' ~ = Y. The demand

functions are given by the demand system q = h(p,Y), where

h: nn+l .... Rn is the vector valued function of exogenous
++ ++

prices and income (or expenditure). The minimum cost of

achieving a given utility level u when prices arc p

,
tells how much more income is needed to buy a given utility

level u in the case of pI_prices than under pO-prices. (Shortly:

p(pl,pO; u) = relative cost of utility u in two price situations).

Usually the relative cost of the "old" utility le~el uD
= u(qO),

qO = h(pO,C O) is calculated, which gives the Laspeyres' type

KonOs cost of living index:

. :-.

1C*(p,q )

C*(p,qO)

C(pl,uO)

CO
C(pl,U~)

C(pO,uO)

C(p,u(ql))

C(p,u(qO))

C(pl,u)

C(pO,u)

1 0Q(q ,q ; p)

p(pl,pO; uO)

1 °pep ,p ; u)

(5)

(3)

(4)

the AlIen quantity index 2)

The KonOs cost of living indexl )

u}C(p, u): = min { cl C~ p . Cl & u (il)(1)

defines the cost function C : lR~:l .... R++ in terms of prices

andutilityl). (Shortly:C(p,u) = "cost of utility" = cost of

utility level u under p-prices). Sometimes the cost functiOn

is defined as a function C*(p,q) of prices p and quantities q

determining the utility level:

1) Sce Diewert (1979, p. 5 ). Samuelson & Swamy (1974) call it
the Economic Price Index.

2) In Dicwert's (1979, p. 16) terminology. Samuelson & Swamy
(1974) call it the Economic Quantity Index.

1) The symbol: = 1110,\11:; th;\T the: expressjoll on Jeft <d' j t (here
C(p,u)) is by dcfillitj(\l1 equal to the expression.
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tells how much more income is needed the buy the utility level

u(ql) determined by ql than that of qO under p-prices. (Shortly:

Q(ql,qO; p) = relative cost of two ut~lity levels ~nder p

prices). The Paasche's type AlIen quantity index

(6) Q(ql,qOj pI)
C(pl,u(ql))

C(pl,u(qO)j

Cl

C(p~O)

This far we have considered only all-consumption economies.

We have givcn a general method to detcTmine whether a given

ql = hCpl,Cl ) is preferred to qO = h(pO,CO) or not: if the
1

actual relative change in expcnditure c-§o - 1) excceds thc
C

relative change in prices, p(pl,pO; uo) - 1. The KonDs cost

of living index p(pl,pOj uO) makes it possible to calculate

also a hypothetical income (or expenditure)

and the Laspeyres' type of KonUs cost of living index (4)

satisfy

(8) Cl
1 ° ° °pep ,p ; u)C ,

Therefore (6) results by deflating the expenditure ratio Cl/CO

by (4). This is the familiar procedure to calculate the quantity

i~dex by deflating the value ratio by the price index. It shows

that if the value ratio Cl/CO is known and the price index

p(pl,pO; uO) may be approximated accurately (as is usually

the case) then also the quantity index Q(ql,qO;.pl) is 'well

approximated. Especially if p(pl,pO; uO) = Cl/CO then

Q(ql,qO; pI) = 1, which implies that ql and qO lie on the

some utility surface, and are indifferent. This is the situation

when the cha~ge CO~Cl in expenditure is all needed to compensate

for the price .change pO .• pl

In an alternative approach the indirect utility function

which is just enough for the consumer to maintain the old

level of consumption although the prices have changed, pO -+ pI.

Here Cl is the compensated 7xpendituTc (compensating for the

. h ) -Cl CO. h .. . (prIce c ange, - IS t e compensatIon In money unIts say
-1

'dollars) and 100(-§-rr-l) = 100(p(pl,pO; uO) - 1) is the compensation
C

in per cents. E.g. if p(pl,pO; uO) = 1.10 then 10 t more income

is needed to buy the old level of consumption.

(7) p(pl,pO; uO)Q(ql,qO; pI)
Cl
CO •

_..

(9) v(p,C) max (u(q) I p. q ~ C}

max u(q)
p. q ~ C

In addition the quantity index Q(ql,qO; pI) = [Cl/cO]/p(pl,pO;

exceeds (falls short of) 1 if and only if ql lies on n higher

(lower) utiJity sud:ace th,m qO, sce Vurti::! (1978b) :IJ"J

Die"cl't (1979, p. 16).

uO)

u(h(p,C))

is applied. Indirect utility function (p,C) ~v(p,C) gives the

maximum utility u(q) attainable with p-prices and consumption
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expenuiture C. If a direct utility function q .. u(q) is given, where vi(r,l)

6

av(r,l)/ar i and by Wold's Theorem

then v(p,C) may be calculated by (9). Alternatively, if a

f · "In n+l lIt . h 1 " . functIon v: .., ++.. l'llt c laractcrlstlc propertIes o' an

indirect utility function to be listed later is given, then

the direct utility function u: JR~+" lR may be defined as

follows er = plC = vector of norm~Jized prices)
Note that the (direct or ordinary) demand function '1 = h(r,l)

is calculated by Roy's Theorem from the indirect utility function

v(r,l), while the inverse demand function r = W(q) is calculated

by Wo1d's Theorem from the (direct) utility function u(q).

(10) u(q) min{v!v = v(p,C) & p' q~C}
P

r. min{v(r,l) I r.q~l}
r

(13) w(q)
vu(q)

Vu(q)·q

CUI (q), ••. ,\In (q))

n
L u. (q)q.

i=l 1 1

min v(r,l)

r· '1 ~ 1

Or define the (normalized shadow) price function q "W(q) as

the vector of normalized prices ~ = lP(q) which minimizes v(r,l,)

u~der condition r· q~ 1 for a given q. Then we have

Therefore to derive the direct demand function h(r,l) = h(p,C),

where' p = Cr, the knowledge of an indirect utility function

v(r,l) is most convenient. Next we list some sufficient properties

which quarantee ll. function r" v(r, 1) from JR~+ to n to be an

indirect utility function, see Afriat (1972, p. 34), Diewert

(1974, 1979), Blackorby, Primont and Russel (1978) or Weymark (1979).

which is dual to v(p,C)

(11) u(q) v(W(q), 1) ,

u(h(p,C)) or vCr,]) u(h(r,l)).

Note that v(r,l) = v(p,C), where p = Cr, gives the definition

of v(p,C) for any (p,C) E lR~+ • We list the relevant properties

both for v(r,l) and v(p,C).

In differentiable cases the demand function ~ = h(r,l) = h(p/C,])

and the price function (or the inverse demand function) ~ = 11'('1)

are determined straightforwardly by Roy'sTheorem

(12) h (1',1)
Vv(r,l)

Vv (r, 1) . r

(v l (r,l), ... ,vn (r,l))

n
L v .. (1',1)1'.

i =1 1 1

Conditions A on v(r,l):

AI: v(r,l) is a continuous function from lR~+ to R

A2: v(r,l) is decreasing, 1. e. if r. > r· for all i, then
1 1

v(r,l) <; v(r,l).

A3: v(r,l) is quasi convex, i.e. the set of normalized prices r

worth of v at most W(v) = {rlv(r,l) ~ v} is convex for any

v E]{ (IV comes from \~orsc).
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The level sets or indifference surfaces of vCr.I) look the

same as those of the direct utility func~ion uC~), i.e. they

arc totally "above" any of their tlJngent planes:

~onditions A on v(p,C):

ll: v(r,l) satisfies Conditions A

l2: v(P.C) is homogenous of degree zero, i.e.

V(AP.AC) = vCp,C) for all A> O.

From Conditions Ait follows e.g. that v(p,C) is decreasing in

prices p, increasing in consumption expenditure·C and quasiconvex

with respect to prices p for any C.

Omitting some technical problems connected with the boundary of

R~+ (i.e. zeros and infinities, see Diewert (1974, 1979)) any

indirect utility v(r.l) satisfying A determines by use of (10)

a unique direct utility function u(q). The resulting function

u(q) satisfies

Conditions B on u(q):

Respectively, for any utility function u(q) satisfying

Conditions B a indirect utility function v(P.C) (or vCr,l))

satisfying Conditions A' (or A) may be derived from (9).

Therefore direct and indirect utility functions are equally

appropriate means of representing consumer's preferences. This is

the essence of "duality" in the theory of consumer's choice.

For purposes of later reference we call a function h(p,C) from

a region l"l*c:m.~:l into m.~ a demand function if it satisfies

BC. Budget condition: V(p,C)€l"l* : p.h(p,C) ~ C.

A demand function mayor may not satisfy also

B. Balance: 'v'(p,C)€l"l* : p·h(p,C) = C,

H. Homogeneity of degree ze.ro: 'v'(p,C)€l"l* : 'lA> 0

h(Ap,AC) = h(p,C) = h(p/C,l),

see Vartia (1978) and its references. A demand function h(p,C)

mayor may not be associated with some utility function u: m.~ ... m..

We say that a utility function u : ]{~ ... m. represents a demand

function h: n* "'lR~ if h(p,C) is the unique u-maximal element

in any budget .set B(p,C) = {qlp·qSC), Le. for all (p,C)E:l"l*:

'v'qEB(p,C): qfh(p.C) .. u(q) <u(h(p,C)).

B3: u(q) is quasiconcave, i.e. the set of quantities q leading

Bl: u(q) is a continuous function from R~+ to R

B2: u(q) is increasing: Le. if Ci i > qi for all i, then

u(q»u(q).

to utility u at least B(u)

u € R (B comes from better).

{qlu(q) ~ u} is convex for any

A demand function h(p.C) is representable by a utility function

if there exists some utility function u(q) representing it.

For our present purposes it is sufficient to consider onJy

utility functions u(q) satisfying conditions B. This wiJl give

rise to the following (rather strong) utility hypothesis:

lJlI: Utili ty hypothesis

Thc dcmand function h: l"l'" ~ lR~ is rel?rcscnt<JbJe by a utility

[unct] on \I (q) sati sfying condi tions B.
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Because an indirect utility function v(p,C) representing the

same preferencies exists by duality a demand function h(p,C)
~

satisfying UII has in the differentiable case also a representation

h(p,C) = h(r,l) = Vv(r,l)/Vv(r;l).r = CVv(p,C)/p.Vv(p,C. It

satisfies necessarily also Band H.

10

. 0-1Usually the old consumption bundle q costs more than C

dollars under pI_prices, because by changing the old consumption

pattern in the face of new relative prices the consumer may

adjust himself to the new situation. Or in other words:

the Laspeyres price index

where w~ = p~q~/pO . qO = v~/CO = the old value share, always
1111·

exceeds the 'true' cost of living, i.e.

We return to the compensated expenditure in the case of price

change pO ... pI. In the base situation prices pO and expenditure

CO determine the consumption bundle qO = h(pO,CO). The old

utility level is uO = u(q) = u(h(pO,CO)) = v(pO,CO) = vO

The compensated income Cl given in (8) may be determined

(16) 1 ° 1 °PL(p ,p ,q ,q )
1 °P .q

----o-up .q
n ° 1 °1: w. (Pi/Pi)

i=l 1

equally well as the solution of (17) 1 010 100PL(p ,p,q ,q )~P(p ,p; u) .

(14 )
/

v(pO ,CC) 1 -1v (p ,C ) • Therefore

Equation (14) says, that under new prices pI expenditure Cl (18) Al 1 0 1 ° 0C "PL(p ,p ,q ,q )e

is just enough to maintain the old utility level. Because

'v(pl,C) is increasing in C any C>Cl would result t.o higher

utility. An alternative but equivalent definition to (4) would

therefore be

1 ° ° Cl(IS) pep ,p ; u ) " 0'
C

where Cl satisfies (14).

" [1: wq(p~/pq)]CO
111

is more than is needed to retain the old level of consumption,
Al -1Le. shortly C > C .
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But if saving S appear, so that the income Y = C + S no longer

equals the total consumption expenditure C, then we cannoi apply

without additional comments previous results. Although it is a

common practise to deflate the income ratio yl/yO by some price

index p~ (usually by the official <.:onsumer price index calculated

by Laspeyres' formula) in order to 'calculate' (or rather to

'define') the change in real income, this (essentially sound)

practise does not straightly follow from the theory of consumer's

choice. Their connections are, however, quite apparent. Let's
-0 ~Jdenote by q (q) the consumption bundle which would be bought by

. ° 00111 0. 1total Inco~e Y = C + 5 (Y = C + 5 ) ·under p -prIces (p -

prices): i.e. qO = h(pO,YO) and ql = h(pl,yl). These bundles

are usually different to the actual bundles qO = h(pO,CO) and

ql = h(pl,Cl ) bought by consumption expenditures CO and Cl in

the same 3ituations. For instance (f0 = h(pO,Y O) = h(pO,CO+ 50 )>

h(pO,CO) = qO if yO>CO or S° = yO_CO>O. In the case.l:J f negative

saving yO < CO and h (p 0, yO) -< h (p°,CO). The consumption bundles

COMPLICATIONS CAUSED BY SAVING The purchasing power of income is connectedwithbunJles(19)':'(20),

which the agent is able to bUy with his income Y = C + 5 in the

yl

1 ~o
C(p , u(q ))

1 ~l
C(p , u(q ))

1 ~OC(p , u(q ))

~l ~O 1
Q(q ,q ; p )

two situations. Evidently~ in the usual way of thinking the new

income yl = Cl + 51 is regarded to contain more purchasing power

than the old income yO = Ca + S° if it can buy more consumer's

ql lies on a higher utility level than

u ('ll) > u ('la)' This is in accordance with the

goods, Le. if
~O ~l ~Oq : q q or

definition of Keynes (1930, p. 54): "We mean by the Purchasing

Power of Money the power of money to buy the goods and services

on the purchase of which for purposes of consumption a given

community of individuals expend their money income". An numerical

measure of the purchasing power of yl in relation to that of yO

is provided e.g. by the Paasche's type AlIen quantity index

(21)

This is a straightforward application of the theory of consumer's

choice the calculations being made as if all income were consumed,

and saving were identically zero. Just like in equations (6)-(7)

the standard of living index (21) is the result of deflation,

whep the income ratio yl/yO is deflated by the Laspeyres' type

KonOs cost of living index:h(pl,C l + 51)

h(pO,CO + S0)h(pO, yO)

h(pl,yl)~lq

~O
q

(20)

z.

(19)

yl/yO

p(pl,pO; u(qU))

~l ~O 1
Q(q ,q ; p )(22)

yl/yD
pI

°
Thus Q(~l,~Oji)l) > 1 iff real ne\~ income yl /P6 (which equals the

rea] consumption C1/P6 pIlls real saving 51/1'6) is greater than old

incol1\'~ yO=CO+SO.Thiscol1\csnc:ntollsher's (1976) f:lvourite

consumer goods.

represent alternative possibilities of choice for the consumer,

where he has used also his actual saving SO and 51 in buying

dcfinj tlon F of real income as the SUI1\ of reul consumption and real saving.
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This provides an casy and natural method to estimate tllC relative

purchasing power of two incomes Xl and yO because the cost of

liVing index

To be precise, (21) and (22) measure the purchasing power of

income yl in relation to yO in the market for consumption goods.

The addition is essential. All income is thought to be used for

buying consumer's goods. If the pur~hasing powers of yl and yO

(23) 1 0 ~O
pep ,p ; u(q ))

1 ~O
C(p , u(q ))° ~OCCp , u(q ))

~l ~ 1
arc equal in the market for consumption goods, then Q(q ,q; p )

1 ° 1 ° ~OI and Y /y = pep ,p ; u(q )).

compensated

1Po or

plyO

°
yl

yl/YO

(26)

(25)

Generally, if prices change, pO ... pI, the consumption

income, or shortly C-compensated income yl satisfies

Q~ '" yl/yO
pI
o

of

(24)

is easily approximated. In order to use (21) the bundles ql and

qO and therefore the demand function h(p,Y) should be known.

If P~ is an approximation of (23) then, of course, an approximation
~l ~O 1 .

Q(q ,q ; p ) lS

An excellent approximation P6 of (23) would normally be

(24) p(pl,pO; u(qO))
C(pl., u(qO))

ctpO, u(qO))

where P~ = p(pl,pO; u(~O)). If the prices have increased lOOP~

per cent then the C-compensated income yl must exceed yO by the

snme relative amount in order to maintain its purchasing power

in the consumption market.

where qO = h(pO,CO) and u(qO) is the actual level of liVing

bought by the old consumption expenditure CO. The only difference

between (23) and (24) is the utility level u(qO) and u(qO)

which usually changes the cost of living index only marginally.

If the prefer~nces of the consumer arc homothetic then (23) and

(24) give exactly the same result.

A practical and fairly good approximation oE both (23) nnd (24)

is provided by the Lnspeyrcs' price inJex (16). ] ts approxima tion

error would be negligible' j [ either the price ch:l11ges :-Ire almost

proporti 01w1, i. c. pI", kpO for some k> 0, or n11 the pr'j ce clwllgcs

(IJ~/I)O) - I arc ·SJII:lll.
1 l'

This is the theoretical analysis of the ordinary and quite natural

method of defining the purchasing power of income by deflation.

Although it is deeply rooted in the theory of consumer's choice

it has, however, some theoretical weaknesses and a more precise

(but somewhat more complicated) method m:-lY be developed. The

role of saving as a source of welfare must be analyzed more

carefully. This is the task we will consider next.
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Let's denote by

the (~omewhat loosely defined) concept of (indirect) utility

connected with prices of consumption goods P, total consumption

expenditure C, total saving S ~ y - C and other relevant

variables X (such as personal characteristics, attitudes, health,

social relations, wealth, employment, interest rates, price

expectations etc.) of the experiencing 'pleasure machine', e.g.

person or household. Although "other relevant variables' X may

be of great signifi~ance to the welfare of our pleasure machine,

these influences are ordinary ignored from the analysis by

assuming that X remains practically constant. In that case (27)

is shortened to V(p,C,S). However, we must occasionally discuss

the role of 'other relevant variables' in order to draw a line \

between the welfare effects to be included in the analysis and

other more general welfare effects (say of health, social

relations, or wealth) which are not analyzed in detail. An

alternative

function U :

y - C (as a rule S> 0, but S < 0 is also possible)sum of money S

We describe the welfare experienced when a certain bundle of

goods q ~ h(p,C) is consumed during a given period and a given

Because of the importance of consuming (when X has been fixed)

we may say, that q is the important variable in U(q,p,S), while

p and C mostly determine V(p,C,S). We, so to speak, try to add

the welfare effects of saving to the standard utility theory, where

either the direct u.tility u(q) related to the consumption of q or

the inuirect utility v(p,C) = u(h(p,C)) related to the consumption

possibilities given indirectly by p and C are considered.

future are unknown and unsure to our agent, which is relying

is saved, i.e. left over to be used later. We do not analyze

whether our agent has any spes~fic plans concerning the future

Use of S or in what form it is restored. The details of the

on his or her expectations about the future course of events.

The allocation of income Y between consumption expenditure C

and saVing S must be based on comparing the current satisfaction

of consuming C and the ~~ satisfaction of not consuming S

now but later l ). The current satisfaction of saving consists

mainly of the knOlvledge that S may be consumed later, in some

way or another. Saving is expected to produce welfare in the

future, but this mental process of expecting welfare in the

future is a form of current welfare. The mere fact that----
people do not consume all their income nor their ",ealth no",

(although it is D possibility) shows, that they do not find

V(p,C,S) .

concept is the (more or le~s direct) utility

lR~~ x lR .... lR de fined by

VCp,C,S; X)

U(h(p,C),p,S):

TilE EXPERIENCED UTILITY OF CONSUMING AND SAVING

(27)

(28)

3.

~Iore intUitively U(q,p,S) gives the utility corresponding to the

consumption bUllLllc q ~ h(p,C), their prices p :Jnd s;:Jvillg S. J) Wc suppose, unless othcndse st:1tcJ, that S is positive which
is lhl' normal C;lf,C. Negative saving or dissaving m;lr b() treated
:I1l:llogOllSly.
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it worth while doing so. The act of saving u$ually n part of

their income is considered a better choice, Le. a choice yroducing

more satisfaction now. Only wi th 'children and in some' expcctional

states of mind caused e.g. by heavy drugs or mental diseases

the time horizon seems to shorten practically to zero.

.
The composition of saving S need not be represented in the

model. Saving may occur in the form of various assets in banks

or savings and loan associations, as purchases of bonds or

obligations, payments of insurance premiums, repayments of

debts, etc. If S = Sl+",+SK' where Sk'S are different components l )

of S then both S and all ~k's may be expressed as functions of

prices p, income Y and "other relevant variables" X. In the

allocation.of S into SI" ",Sk the role of "other relevant

variables" X will be crucial. But in allocation of Y into C

and S only an overall knowledge of the economi~ situation and

a rough description of our agent's intentions are necessary.

The relative utilities of different forms of saving Sk depend

on their yields, liquidity, safety etc. Blit th~ir relative

popUlarity is also strongly dependent on the economic knowledge

of our agent: an ordinary saver doesn't buy shares, bonds or

golcl although a more economically educated saver COUld. Lack

of information is here a more pronounced aspect than in pure

consumer tlleory, because such special information is not

generally needed in buying consumer's goods, perhaps witll the

exception of some Jlighly dovelopet! consumer dur:l!>les.

l) i\sh'CIVill:lrguc l:l!c),thcl'carcc;vcn lo!~i"':ll difricIJ.1tics to
j('l'OI!1[lOSe S into SJ"" ,SI'; il1lltIH;r:-""li!-'Jstlw I'c'I'1'csent:ltion

S = Si ..... "S,. IIIL:S I he hi p,h I Y :I rili t1':\ ry. There- Co rc' slIch decem", ~

Jlosil'i')I!~ SII{)llldJl't he rcg:lrdcd VI')')' jJltel'c~;till!: 11O!' iUlfllll'!:II11.
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The real difficulty in explaining saving compared to explaining

consumption is that the consumption of goods is much more

easily quantified in terms of physital or other suitable

units. On the other hand only the money value of saving is

ordinarily estimated with some precision while the physical

units of different forms ef saving arc as a rule lacking.

Therefore we cannot construct any direct utility function

for saving (as we can in the case of consumption) but indir~ct

utilities need to be applied instead. In short: the generalizaticn

of utility theory to include also saving decisions must be

carried out via indirect utilities.

There are other attempts to generalize consumer theory to

Include also saving decisions. The first idea is to deflate

the saving S by some "price index" P and calculate "real

saving" as SIP which is added as an argument to the direct

utility function u(q) = u(q" ... ,qn)' The generalized.utility

of con!';uming a quanti ty bundle q and saving S money units is

here taken to be U(q, SIP), where the "real saving" SIP is

treated in a similar way as any physical quantity qi' (he

unsolved difficulty of this approach is how the "price index"

P should be defined. Usually it is some exogenous function

of prices, say P = pep) = }:c, (o/p?)/Ec., where c. > 0 and
l' 1 1 1

oPi> 0 are exogenous constants.

In this approach the dofinition of "real saving" is carried out

outside the theory (exogenously) as in our attempt the right

''tlc~rl:Jtor'' of S (so to speak) is (lcri.vcd within the theory.
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temporal theory ari se bCc<l\ISe an ortimulll for somc period

dcpends ,IS a rulc or data rrum ,Ill uth"r p·~'l'i()d,:;.

point fOT discussions about the compensated income in

consumption-saving economy.

It will be an interesting task to compare the implications

of U(q, S/P)-theory and our V(p,C,S)-theory, which we shall

leave to the proponents of the former theory.

It is not our aim to deny the intuitive content of this

Mathematically straightforward generalization U(q, SIP)

of the ordinary utility function uCq), but this the~rr seems

Sometimes it is argued that the structure or composition of

saving should be taken into account in the estimation of the

welfare effects of saving or its price index. It may be argued

e.g. that the (expected) price development of say stocks and

forests (land) may differ considerable or that saving used

for repayment of unindexed loans does not need compensation

in all inflationary situation while e.g. investment in stocks

usually does. These comments may be valuable in the allocation

of Nealth or in choosing the optimal ;:Isset. portfolio but they

arc to a Lnge extend irrelevant anu even impossible to takc

into account in ana1)'zing the 1VcIL.lre effects of saving.

The)' arc symptoms or an insllfricicnt sep,lration of accumulated

The great theoretical difficulty of the intertemporal preference

theory is the once-and-for-all-determination of the 'optimal'

consumption plan and the corresponding (life time) income

allocation. This is alsoan indication of its unrealism. The

future is treated as if the economic agent had a perfect

foresight and knowledge of all relevant future events, e.g.

of prices and of his preferencies. Because this is not

(fortunately!) the case people do not even try to determine

their future consumption plan in all its details during any

planning period. Because of its unrealism and mathematical

complexity we have not taken the intertemporal theory as OUT

starting point. Our aim is to develop a new V(p, C,S)-theory,

which is mOre general than U(q, S/P)-theory, but simpler and,

as we see it, more realistic than the intertemporal theory

Philosophically V(p,C,S) is an expression of the estimated

experienced welfare now resulting from consuming C and saving

(dissaving) S money units under prices p = Cp,;... ,Pn)'

rigid and special to provide a systematic startingto be too

The s~cond and more widely used idea to generalize consumer

theory is the intertemporal theory, where in addition to the

'current' period ~ also one or more future periods

t+', t+2, ... are considered. In the two period model U(qt, qt+')

is used as a generalization of the one period utility function

u(q), or in fact u(qt). In the intertemporal theory current

and future consumption decisions are determine,d by the same

maximization of U(qt, qt+l) subject to a generalized budget

or wealth constraint. By saving (or dissaving) income is

transformed from one period to another. Interte~poral preference

theory is a beautiful but complicated mathematical theory, see

e.g. Strotz (1955), Pollak (1968), Koopmans (1970), Blackorby,

Primont and Russel (1978, p. 341-356).l'oIJ ,1k (19b8, J?75) cUllsi llers

different definitions of the true cost of Jiving index in this

framework, but there is no concensus how the cost of 1i \'i ng

index al1(1 the purchasing pO\\ler of income shou1d be c;J1cuLltcd in

the intertemporal theory. These d.i CficuJtics or the intol'-

"

"
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saving~ or wealth tram saving, which is a common sourc~ of

confusion. To ~ake our point clear we would like to stress

that the impossibility to disaggregate the saving (i.e. the

difference of disposable income and consumption) into different

components er uses is not a practical difficulty caused by the

l~ck of suitable data but a logic~l i~2ossibility. There does

not exists any such thing as "saving di.saggregated to different

uses". This is mere misuse of words.

To give an example, consider periods of increasing length

starting from a given point of time. Suppose that saving during

the first five months is positive, say 20 % of income, and

imagine for a while that it is decomposed in come way to

"its different uses". Du"!"ing the next month consumption exceeds

t~e menthly income considerably (e.g. because of vacation) so

that total saving during the fi!st half a year drops to 5 %

of income. How should the negative saving of the last month

be deducted from the "different uses of saving" of the first

five months to get the decomposition of saving for the first

half a year? To our knowledge no method of decomposition has

been nor can be presented. To demonstrate the difficulty

even more forcefUlly, suppose that during the seventh month

a piano is bought which turns total saving negative. We will

continue to regara the decomposition impossible unless someone

presents a logical and operational way of decomposing saving

to its different uses during any observation period.
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We are not arguing that this will hinder us to speak of

different motives of saving. According to Keynes (1936, p. 107-8)

there arc, in general, eight main motives or obje~t5 of a

SUbjective character which lead individual to refrain from

spending out of their income~. Keynes calls them the motives

of Precaution, Foresight, Calculation, Improvement, Independen~e,

Enterprise, Pride and Averice. These motives describe the

process of saving and consuming in general terms, not the

individual decisions, and they are directed to keep the stock

of wealth in harmony with the individual preferencies.

Although individual saving as a fluctuating difference of the

flow of income and the flow of consumption cannot be objectively

divided into different uses it comprises together with changes

in valuation the change in Net Wealth. The Net Wealth equals

Material Wealth plus Claims minus Liabilities, the three of

which have, of course, natural subdivisions according to their

"uses". It would be a very ambitious and difficult task ta

try to derive consumption and saving decisions from a utility

model including as well the optimal allocation of wealth.

Our aims are not so ambitious but the wealth side is left

unanalyzed. We deliberately refuse to take into account in

our model the welfare effects of changing wealth portfolio

but concentrate on the welfare derived from the disposable

income or our decision maker. 1bus we will concentrate on the

welfare experienced by t~e decision maker in the role of an

income user, \~h.ich is just the role of a consumer-saver.
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allowed to make but which in a form or another is a necessity.

conflicting roles of a consumer and saver are ana]yzed together.

certain effects, which on the other hand implies exclusion of

some other phenomena, some perplexing conceptual "difficulties

economicus, sce Pare to (1971, chapter 1) and Machlup

Therefore wc do not apologize any more our deliberate

concer-tration to analyze the homo ecollomicus (a role itself)

only in one of its particul~r roles, namely in the role of

an income user, which is a concentration wc are not only

we

during the planning period. Consider the possibility that

o~r decision maker buys an apartment spending most of his

previous savings and a new bank loan. This diminishes his

liquid money reserves and increases his material wealth and

liabilities. At the some time, ho,,"ever, saving S=Y-C from

actual income Y during the planning period may be either

positive or negative depending on the consumption C. If

saving S is positive (negative) the liquid money reserves

may be thought to increase (decrease) by the same sum (from

whot it would have been if S were zero) and all the other

wealth components are kept unaffected. Here we think that

the apartment would have been bought regardless of the

value of sn~ing S during the planning period and therefore

also here saving ilia)' be thouf,ht to affect only liquid money

Wc admit that some kind of change in the wealth portfolio

occurs because of (positive or negative) saving and the

welfare effects of this change are,calculated on the "utility

account" of our income user. In the most simple and common

possibility when the lenght of the planning period is a year

or less saving affects only bank deposits or some other

liquid sources of money and other forms of wealth arc left

unchanged. In calculating the welfare of our income user in

this hasic case only the net effects of bying consumer goods

by consumer expenditure C and changing liquid sources of money
/

by S = Y-C (which may be negative) are taken into account.

IfS = 0 all the wel fare is produced by consuming Y = C. But

allow also more fundamen~al changes in the wealth portfolio

) .

It must be admitted that by concentrating in this way on

arise. One may wonder how saving could be analyzed withoDt

simultaneously analyzing the changes in wealth it necessarily

produces. It is difficult to decide where to draw the line

between the things which are and are not analyzed in a

particular theoretical model, bur anyhow the line must be drawn

somewhere. This is a necessary methodological choice in

hOl'iCVer, omit the role of a C:lpjta]:l~;t entirely, bec:Juse

analytic science, which separates it e.g. from all-inclusive

religious thinking or oriental philosophies. A large part of

analytical economics is in fact based on such a theoretical

conception or restriction, namely on the concept of homo

connected in thcse roles arc given exogenous]y. Wc cannot,

We so to speak try to extend the analysis of the role of a

consumer to that of an income user, which means that the two

To delineate our analysis e.g. the roles of a labourer (or

income earner) or of a wealth owner (a capitalist) are not

considered cxplicitely in any detail in our model. Variables

evcl'Y nonz.ero saving brings about il change j n the wea] th
reserves.

portfolio. lION this ch;lnge is reali7.e,J is ]eft IIlltolll.
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This is the way we will separate the decisions concerning

the allocation of wealth fromhhat of allocating income to

consumption and saving. 5avillg S is' considered to affect

only liquid money reserves and ,all other changes in the weaJ th

portfolio during the planning period are considcr~d as

exogenousJy given. The welfarc effects of saving S during

the pJ anning period from the ,point of vi 0W of our income user

are calculated on the basis of this hypothesis.

Wc shall illustrate the roles of a consumer, saver and

capitalist and their respective utilities using a simplified

utility model. Let's denote by C and S consumption expenditure

and saving, by p the price vector of consumption commodities

and by II'M = PM'q~: = L PMiqMi' !VCL = PCL'qCL' WL = PL·qL the

value of material wealth, liat>ilities alld claims a11 expressed

in current prices. Their quantities and prices are given by

vectors qM' qCL' qL and PM' PCL' PL expressed in conventionally

chosen units or in money terms.

We suppose that (C,5,qM,qCL,QL) assume their optimaJ values

and the combined utility of the income user (or consumer-

saver) and capitalist is given for purpose of illustration
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Here W. = W
M

+ W
CL

- W
L

is the average value of the net wealth'

during the planning period (not the starting or en~ value),

W- S = \I'M + W
CL

- 5 - W
L

is the average 'operating net capi tal'

of the capitalist and pep) is the value of the consumer price

index the form of which depends on the system of preferencies.

The price index pep) is used to deflate current values into

real terms: (C+5)/P(p) is the real income or the purchasing

power of the income which is an exprcssion of the utility of our

income user (or consumer-saver) and (11'-5) /P(p) = [l'lM+II'CL-5-l'lL l / P (P)

is the real value of the operating capital of the capitalist,

which is at the same time an expression of the utility

experienced in the role of a capitalist. To avoid double

counting of sa'ving 5 it is deducted from the net wealth l'l to

get the operating capital of the capitalist W-S and the utility

corresponding to it.

Consider now two different developments of th~ world during

the planning period and the corresponding optimal va~ues of the

. . 000000000
strateg1c var1ables (p ,C ,5 ,PM,PCL,PL,qM,qCL,qL) and
11111 III 1 . .(p ,C ,S ,PM,PCL,PL,qM,qCL,qL)' The change 1n the co~b1ned

utility of the income user and the capitalist is

't
jl

by the following expressioll:

(29) K(p,C,5,PN,PCL,PL,QM,QCL,qL)

[ C+S ] /!' (p) + [IVM + \\'CL - S - IV L 1/ P (p )

[ C+S ] / p (p ) + [1\1' q ~I + ]l CL' QCL - S - ]1 L. qL] / I' ( p) .

(30) t.K
, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
K(p ,C ,5 ,PM,PCL,PL,qM,qCL,qL -

o 0 0 0 0 000 0
K(p ,C ,5 ,PM,PCL,PL,qM,qCL,qL)

C + 5 W~l + WCI - S - \\'L
t. [--] + t. [ • ]

pep) pep)
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expresseu. in obvious notation. I1ere

gives the change in the utility of the capitalist caused by
(31) c + SA--

pep)

Cl + SI CO .~ sO

P(pl) - P(pU)"

I
PMire -~1

i pep )

o
PMi °
~l(° ).qM"p) J ~

Cl ° 1~_ C S
1 - -- +

P(p) P(pU) p(pi)

CA -
pep)

+ A_L
pep)

sO

+ PCpO)

the chang~s in the valuation of the material capital goods,

say changes in the prices of apartments or forests. This kind

of capital gains or losses may be considerably greater than

e.g. the change A P(Cp) in the real value of consumption

expenditure. Therefore it is most essential that the factors

is the change in the utility of the income user, which

partitions into changes of the Iltilities experiences in the

affecting the welfare of the capitalist are clearly senarated

from those affecting the welfare of the income user (or

Croles of a consumer A P1PT and a saver A P(~"' Similarly consumer-saver). In order to keep the welfare of the income

user constant his income yl - Cl + SI must be so determined

W
M

W
eL

S WL
A-- +A~- -A--- -/).--

pep) pep) pep) pep)

(32)
\~M + \I'CL - S - W

t. [ L}
pep)

that A ~tp5 equals zero. The resulting income yl is the

compensated income compensating for the change pO ... pI in

consumer prices. At the same time the welfare of the capitalist

may increase or decrease considerably but these changes are

totalJy irrelevant and should not be taken into account when

is the change in the utility of the capitalist. Suppose for

instance that the prices of material capital goods differ in

the t\~O developments of the world, p~ f p~, but that the

portfolio of material capital goods remains unchanged, q~l- q~.

Then the te"rm

(33)
WM w~ W~i

A--=-----
pep) P(pJ) PlpO)

pJ 1 1'0 0
M'qM ~(qM--,- - ~._-

p(pl) 1'(1'0)

the welfare of the income user (or the purchasing power of

the income) is the ultimate aim of the analYsis. SimiJar

comments concerning the exogenous treatment of the roJa of

a labourer or an income earner (described e.g. by allocation

of working time and leisure, choice of job, monthly salary

and other components of income etc) could be given. Exogenous

treatment of these factors is usualJy, however, regarded as

nonpro]llematic because they arc traJitionuJly considered as

exogenous in the consumer theorr. The prob.lems in the

separation of the role of an Jabourer from that of an income
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user are in ptinciple neither smaller nor greater thuJI the

previously described difficulties to separate the roles of

an capitalist and an income user.

We have used as our starting point the general decision

theoretic framework presented by T6rnqvist and Nordberg (1968).

They stress the importance of recognizing that the although

future is unkno~n to us, the decisions must be made on the

basis of the information Rnd preferencies the decision maker

has 'now', i.e. in the actual decision situation.

T6rnqvist and Nordberg (1968. p. 11) say that a decision process

is genuine if it contains the following five stages:

1. Investigation of the decision situation, i.e.
sharpening the view of history and :he information
it contains .

2. Clearing up the various decision possibilities.

3. Shaping the views of future corresponding to
various decision possibilities.

4. Valuation and comparison of the views of future
corresponding to various decision possibilities.

5. Choice of the decision from varioud decision
possibilities.

The rcalizatipn process is divided into two parts:

6. Actual realization of the decision.

7. Collection of information ,tbout the consequences
of the realized decision.
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Although a decision is formally a choice from various decision

possibilities (stage 5.) it is based on the expected consequencies

("the view of future") corresponding to the decision (stage 3.)

and on their subjective valuation (stage 4.). The views of

future corresponding to various decision possibilities and their

valuation are dependent on the decision maker and on the decision

situation. Often only the decision possibilities (e.g. the

consumption bundle q, consumption expenditure C and saving 'S)

are presented in the formal model describing the decision

process while the views of future corresponding to the various

decision possibilities arc left untold. In that kind of formal

framework the decision possibilities are valued and compared

without explicite reference to their expected consequencies

.using for instance a utility function of the decision situation

defined on the space of different possibilities (say

u(q) = u(q;X), U(q,p,S) = U(q,p,S;X) or V(p,C,S) = V(p,C,S;X),

where the often omitted vector valued X-variable gives a

more detailed description of the decision situation). Even

though the expected consequencies or the views of future

corresponding to various possible decisions are omitt&d from

the formal decision model (evidently because of the utmost

complexity to describe them) they must be kept in mind when

building the theory. By doing so we may successfully generalize

the classical utility theory to include saving decisions and

perhaps see marc clearly some of its limitations.
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Figurc 1: Possible isoquants of V(p,C,S), when P is givenBy the indirect utility function V(p,C,S) we intend to spesify

fer any fixed price vector the totnlity of (C,S)-pairs prodllcing

any preassigned level of utility a~ experienced now by our

agent. Let us investigate the possible forms of these isoquants

for an agent planning the use of his or her income during the

next period of a month's length l ) , say. It is not our aim to

present a psychologically accurate theory of decision making

but to describe the economic consequencies of expected decisions

during the planning period. Although decisions arc made

sequentially rather than as one overall deci~ion, a reasonable

view is achieved by considering the sequence of decisions

h,
s

o I '"

constant

.~. ~
C

during the period as one superdecision. It may be thought that

t.he avera~ welfare during the period is related to the totality

of purchases of goods and to other conditions during the period 2).

In a neat case the isoquants of V(p,C)S) in (C,S)-space for a

fixed p-vectoT look as shewn in figure 1.

1) The length of the planning period is an interesting parameter
in the problem. Apparently) peuple do not have any planning
period of prefixed lengt.h but its length depends on the
situation.. Food purc]13ses are usually made in urban surroundings
in view of a few days' consumption but purchnses of consumer
durables or summer trips are planned as a rule several weeks
in advance. Thc actual purchases could bc described as a
chain of decisions based on dally (or hour1y'?) uti lity functions
which adjust to actual purchns(:s or fUlfilllllent of wan.ts.
E.g. having bought U 11C\, jacket lliminishcs the ucsi )'e to buy
another for a while thlls changinrr the utility function.

2) In order to c;.;p]ore tllc agent's prel'crenc(;s hy interviclving
a1so the agcnt needs some illwgilwtion :.In<1 kJlo"lcdgl' or
economics DC(;lllSC ill IO:lking csscllti.!l qlle;,tions most del:li1s
of practic;J] decision making mll:;l be ideali::(,d :I\'a)'.

The isoquants are convex1) and each of them oscu1ates some

budget line C + S = Y at a unique point (C,S), where saving

S· is usually positive. Dually, for any given income Y there
~ ~

exist exactly one point (C,S) which maximize~ V(p,C,S) for
~ ~

a given p. Therefore optimal C and S are here unique functions

of prices p and income Y: C = C(p)Y), s = S(p~Y).

~

We have also shown by the dotted line, how C(p,Y) and S(p,Y)

change when income Y increases.

If our agent insists on buying a colour TV or ht'.\'ing a vacation

next month then his planned saving wOllld probably be negative

and the possible Isoquants are presented in figure 2.

1) I.e. they are totally "above" any of their tangents.
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Figure 2: Possible isoquants of V(p,C,S) for u given p when
- the agent has decided to hove a v2cation next Jlfonth

A

Figure 3: Possible isoquants of V(p,C,S) for a given p when
the agent wavers between having a vacation next
month or later
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Optim11m C(p,Y) exceeds income Y, ,~hile S(p,Y) is negative for

moderate Y. Both are continuous functions of Y.

Note that the differences in figures 1 and 2 may be explained

by 'other relevant variabies' X, which may well include

components describing the decision activity of our agent.

Therefore by deciding to do something during the next month

affects, of course, the preferencies hetween C and S.

If our agent has not yet decided have a vacation bllt wavers

between having a vacation next month or later then his

V(p,C,S) is a kind of mean between the corresponding utility

functions shown in figures 1 and 2. 1~c isoqu~nts of this

V(p,C,S) need not be convex but may have the shopes 1) shown in

figure 3.

For high incomes the vacation possibility during the next

month seems to be more attractive than ordinary life, but

if incomes happen to be lower the vacation gradually looses

its attractivity. For an income Yvacation and ordinary

life are valued equally high and the optimum (C,S) is tiot

unique. For still lower incomes ordinary life is valued more
A A

attractive. Thus C(p,Y) and S(p,Y) may be even discontinuous

for some Y, because the isoquants of V(p,C,S) arc not convex

in figure 3. Note also that even though in the point A the isoquant

is tangent to the budget line, it is not an optimum choice.

But by comparing only very small displacemcnts on the

corresponding budget line through A the agent may miss to

recognize that his satisfaction Iwuld increase up to C and B,

the lat.ter being the optimum choice. This kind of peculiarities

1) Becau~~t'any ;],ldition:ll doll:l!' eithCl'ltll' C()]l::lilliilll:or t;avirq: is
regaJ'Jcd as a henefi.t, j ,c. ()\'(p,r.,Sl!'JC> 0 and OV(J1,C.S)/;j~;> D,
the isoq~I:lnts GllIllot have Vt'l'tical Clr !·()rizollt:,·, :it'glllt'lll :;.
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All the equilibrium points (including the unstable equilibrium A)

are found by setting the derivatives of the lagrangean expression

(which seem to reflect actual difficulties in real decision

making) do not arise if the i~oquants of V(p,C,S) are

assumed to be convex as in figures 1 and 2. Note also th~t

the point C is a local optimum from which it would be hurd

to recognize that a quite different 'way of life' represented

(34) F(C,S,~) V(p,C,S) - A(Y-C-S)

by point E would give more satis~actlon, But isn't this a

realistic feature in the model representing the occational

equal to zero, which gives the first order conditions

doubt in our minds that our present choice may be only the

second best,while the best choice might require unpleas~ntly

(35) aV(p,C,s)/ac aV(p,C,s)/ac

great changes. (36) Y C+S.

These different "equilibrium" points may be visualized by

a physical analog. In figure 4 the locations A, Band C of

a ball correspond to points A, Band C in figure 3,whil0 D

is in both figures a point of disequilibrium.

Figure 4: A ball in different equilibrium or disequilibrium
situations

rh cP---
~j.../'/

Y

The tangency condition (35) says that the margi~al utilities

of consumption and saving should be equal in an equilibrium
A A

,point. Optimum (C,S) for a differentiable V(p,C,S) is a

A A
solution of (35)-(36) for which V(p,C,S) is maximum. Even

A A
for nonconvex isoquants of V(p,C,S) the optimum point (C,S)

A A n+l
(C(p,Y), S(p,Y)) is u~ique for almost all (p,Y) E R++ •

A A
For given prices p the functions C(p,Y) and S(p,Y) are continuous

A A
between some isolated I-values, where two or more points (C,S)

give the same maximum of V(p,C,S). In figure 3 Y is such an

isolated Y-value. For convex isoquants e(p,Y) and g(p,Y) are

unique and continuous for all Y> o. The functions ~: R~:l .... R++

and g: :nl~:l_+:n~ are called the ordinary (or noncomp~ensated)

consumption ,!nd saving functions, respectively.

C
stuble
local
equil.

D 1\
dis'· inst.abl.c
equil. equilibrium

I3
stable and
global
cCjllilil.JriunI

E
indifferent
c(j',;iJ ibl;ium

In nn ordinary simple c~se of convex isoquants and positive
A A

saving for mouerate incomes C(p,Y) anu S(p,Y) for a given p

cll:lnge in tilt, l~ay sholm j n figure 5,
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The richer agent a Z saves slighty less from his permanent.
YZ than a

1
would if he had exceptionally high income YZ' If

Figur~ Consumption and saving functions for a given p for
three agents :iO' a 1 and a Z having permanent incomes
Yo < Y1 < YZ respectively

~>-
o

s

the income of the rich a Z would be exceptiona~ly low~e would

turn quickly into a dissaver and would consume for zero

income much more than a
1

, On the other hand the poor a 2 has

permanent income equal to a small income Yo and would reduce

his consumption almost to a necessary minimum if his income

c

Figure s: Cpti~um (~,g) for a given p and different incomes'Y
in an ordinary simple case

A
s

Here Y
1

is the expected (or p~rmanent) income for the next

month and our agent plans to consume C1 and save $1 > 0 for

that income Y
1

• Both consumption and saving will increase 'if

Y exceeds Y 1 but saving would ~ncrease more rapidly.

For a smaller income Yo planned saving would equal zero and

C(p'Yo) = Yo' If income would be still smaller saving' would

turn negative. In point E income equals zero and consumption

is financed completely by dissaving. Consumption in E still
v

exceeds the necessary consumption denoted by C. ~he shaded

area in figure 4 is considered inadmissible because of the

negativity of income Y = C+5. For convenience, Dlso Y = 0
1\ 1\

is excluded from the domain of C(p,Y) and S(p,Y).

would fall to zero.

In the standard case of linear consumption function

The solid lille is transformell from figure 5 to fjgure (" while

the dotted lines represent cOllsumpti on ,lnd saving funct i ans
(37)

1\
C

1\
C(p,Y) a + bY

for a poorer and richer agent rc~pl'cti\'ely.
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("here a> 0 and 0 < b ..:: 1 may depend on prices p) also the savj ng

function is linear in Y,
( 40) 1/1* (p, Y,C)

40

V(p,C, Y - C).

(38) g 1\
S(p,Y) Y - (a + bY) 1/I*(p,Y,C) is thus defined to be the indirect utility corresponUing

- a + (1- b)Y, 0 < 1- b < 1.
to having income Y dollars and consuming C dollars of it under

prices p. But instead of having C as an argument of ~*(p,Y,C)

Because from (32) Y
1\

also in c = C:

1\
(C - a)/b the saving function is linear

a more easily interpreted function uses the propensity to

consume c = C/Y,

(39)
1\
S

A
- a + (l-b)(C-a)/b

( 41) 1/I(p,Y,c): = 1/I*(p,Y,cY).

Thus 1/I(p,Y,c) is the indirect utility in the situation specified

by (p,Y,c), i.e. having income Y and consuming 100c percent of

it under ~rices p. Vectors (p,C,S) and (p;Y,c) determine each
f

o~her uniquely and the mapping (p,C,S) ~ (p,Y,c), f =

(£1' f 2 , f
3

) : lR~+ x R++ x lR ~ lR~+ x lR++ x JR, is given by

1 - b, 1 - b 1\
- a (-b-) + (~) C •

Th~refore the points (~,g) for different incomes Y would

make up a straight line in (C,S)-space starting from (C,S)
1\ 1\

(b, - a(1 - b)/b) for Y = o ,and having a slope equal to as/ac =

(l-b)/b>O.
( 42) f l (p,C,S) l' (Pl,···,Pn)

f
Formally, the mapping (p,C,S) ~ f(p,C,S) = (p,Y,c) is a

coordinate transformation and its inverse f- l = g = (gl,g2,g3)

gives (p,C,S) in terms of (p,Y,c). We have

Altho~gh the indirect utility function V(p,C,S) of consuming

and saving is a natural starting point when the welfare

effects of saving are analyzed, some other represent?tions

are also illustrative. These representations are derived from

previous results by the help of variable transformations.

A simple transformation, where income-consumption pair (Y,C)

(C + S, C) is u.sed instead of (C,S) as all argument in the

indirect utility function is tllC fe1Jowing

( 43)

(44)

f 2 (1', C, S)

fi(p,C,S)

C + S

c/(c + S)

(i.e. Y)

(i.e. c)



Using (45)-(47) the function 1/I(p,Y,c) is expressed by
-.

(~5)

( 46)

(47)

gl(P,Y,c)

gz(p,Y,c)

83(P,Y,c)

41

p

cY

Y - cY

(Le. C)

(Le. S).

4Z

v
Ilere the curve c = F(Y) = C/Y corresponds to the minimum

consumption vertical in the first part of figure 5. The optimum

propensity to consume satisfies ~~,Y) = ~(p,Y)/Y and has

typically the shape shown in the figure. It is a slowly

changing function of Y and may be derived also by maximizing

1/I(p,Y,c) for a fixed p and Y. The composite rule of differen

tiation gives

"-~,

(48) 1/ICp,Y,c) v (p, cY, Y- cV)

V(g(p,Y,c))

= (Vog)(p,Y,c)

(SO) - a1/l(p, Y,c)/ac

'"

aV(g(p,Y,c))/ac

n api ag z ag 3
. I: Vi (g)ac + Vn +l (g)ac + Vn+2 (g)ac
1=1

av acY + av a (Y - eY)
ac ac as ac

or shortly 1/1 Veg. Similarly

av . y +av ( _ Y) = 0,ac as

(49) V(p,C;S) C
1/ICP,C-+ s, C+s)

W(f(p,C,S))

=(ljJof) (p,C,S)

The following figure shows a typical indifference map i~ both

coordinate systems and the determinations of the optimum p:Jir
A A A A
C~,S) and the corresponding optimum c = c(p,Y) = C(p,Y)/Y.

.)

or shortly and accurately V 1/Iof.

that is av/ac = av/as, the former condition for equilibrium •

We have thus shown, that in the optimum point ~ = ~Cp,Y) we

have a1/l(p,Y,c)/ac = 0, which means roughly that small changes
A A

in c changes the utility level 1jICp,Y,c) only marginally. A

useful approximation is that the utility 1jICp,Y,c) of consuming

lOOc percent of Y is practically constant when c • e.
This fits to the general experience that people ::lre rather

indifferent about changing their propensity to consume some
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Figur~ Possible isoquants of V(p,C,S) and \(J(p,Y,c)

44

percentage points (at least for a planning period of months

length), which reflects their difficulty to make a clear

distinction between consuming now or later. The force of this

o

.~,

~' C

" ~

argument becomes less clear for small permanent incomes.

Note expecially that it is not true that for given prices

and income by increasing the propensity to consume the agent
A

would increase his welfare. In fact any deviation from his c

would decrease the welfare although perhaps only marginally.

This is in sharp contrast ,with consumer theory where all

income must be consumed and the propensity to consume is

necessarily unity.

cid \ • (p,' ,cl = cOMtant

2.0(@\ ~ J
~ \ 1/

1.5 ~s. \, I I e(p,',\.1
- A '-, , \

Ii-··~.- 't~.~----i'-------J--cr"'-.
' 1.0 ~:.~=-~ 1'\ \

-:~ , - ....-~ -~-- ......:..,..,. I .........._. ........ _

o. 51"~':" ." c-' ':. -..~::~.~~._;;;o;:;;;~~.__ y~=-_::c. c~-=-~::.:.~ --;:::=.,;,~:~.:..--. -- Y2 .0.0-'-- Y

O

I
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4. EffEcts OF PROPORTJO!\ALLY CllAk .!\G CONSUMER PRICES· 46

"..,

This far we ha...e kept prices p constant. In order to analyzc effects

of changing prices in consumpt).on-saving econonty v:e have to specify

how V(p,C,S) ortjJ(p,Y,c) are allowed to change,~henp varies.

. h . If 0,0]Let all consumer pr~ces c ange proportIonal y rom p to I\P = P ,

...:here superscripts °and 1 denote. two al tcrnative situations for the

same planning period. Consider solutions (Cl ,SI) of the equation

all 1 ° ° ° °(51) V(Ap ,C ,s ; X ) = V(p ,C ,5 ; X ),

where other relevant variables X are also included for the

two alternative situations. If other relevant variables X

do not change much because of proportionate changes in

for all admissible (pO,rO,cO) and A> O. This states that

(AYO,C O) gives the sume utility under ApO-prices as (yO,c O)

would give under pO-prices whatever (yO,c O) and A> ° are.

We do not assume that (CO,SO) in (52) or (yO,c O) in (53)'

arc optimal pairs but they are any admissible pairs. Equations

(52) and (53) generalize the homogeneity of zero property

V(Ap,AC) = v(p,C) of an (ordinary) indirect utility function

v(p,C). More accurately this property should be stated as

follows: For all admissible (pO,CO) and all A>~, V(ApO,ACO; Xl)

v(pO,CO; XO), where other relevant variables X have adjusted

to the corresponding situations. This property or the

corresponding property h(ApO,ACO; Xl) = h(pO,CO; XO) of the

other rele\"ant v,:r;,'hles. The p-regul<ll'ity assunJ[ltion may he

written for ~(p,Y,c; X) as follows:

for all admissible (pO,CO,SO) and A'> O. Ihis is a restriction

for both the utility function and [or the change XO .... Xl in

consumer prices (or change in a way that does not influence

. 1 1 (;) 0) h db" .the pTeferenc~es) then (C ,S ) = (AC ,AS sou! C u solut~on

of (51). This means that under ApO-prices the pair (ACO,ASO)

and the income AY O = ACO+ AS O ,,,ould give the same utility

for our income user as (CO ,SO) and yO = Ca + Sa would give

under pO-prices. This is a natural homogeneity assumption on

the utility function V(p,C,S; X). We will call a utility

function V(p,C,S,X) £-regular if under customary ceteris

paribus clauses on X

y ~-

c b °~ 'p -pricesI -j, Ap
0

- price' lA=1. 2)

-~ jI I

LO~ _.~~t-!

•
° 0 1 6 '0 07.--::::::=-=__" . (Y ,e ) ........ ~, 1\,.. /(AY ,c )_. __ .----_._-- V'-..

o. o~~~~:~~~~~-~~~-~.:·· .~?=~,

demand function is sometime!; "referred as the "absence of

money illusion".

equations (52) - (53), but (53) is more convenient.

The p-regularity assumption may be illustrated using either of

Figure 8: Two indifference curves of a p-regular utility
function ~(p,Y,c; X) corresponding to the same
utility and two price situations pO and ApO

V(pO,CO,SO; XO)

[) .0 () (.
~I (p ,\ ,l- ; X )[) ° ° .1~1(Ap ,AY ,c ; },)

V(ApO,ACO,AS O; Xl)

( 53)

(52)
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Here (yO,cO) is any income-propensity-to-consume-pair and

the left indifference curve gives all (Y,c)-pairs producing

the same utility as (yO,cO) under pO-prices, i.e. for which

~(pO,y,c; XC) = w(pO,yO,CO; XO). Other relevant variables

(say consumption decisions) also adjust from XO, w1en the

Therefore the right indifference curve is a A-multiple

expansion of the the left indifference curve. If the same

figure is drawn on a semilogarithmic paper (income Y plotted

on the logarithmic scale) then the right indifference CUIve

is merely a translation of the left curve.

indifference curve contains by definition all (Y,c)-pairs

income Y and the propensity to consume move on the indifference

curve: XO denots the adjusted .xO-values l ). By the assumption

o{ p-regularlty (AYO,cO) produces under ApO-prices the same

utility as (yO,cO) produced under pO-prices. The higher

satisfy1.T.1g

( 54) ° -1y(Ap ,Y,c,X ) .(' ° 'ye ° Xl)111 ,AP ,A , C ; .

'( ° v
O ° XC)l.!J P :,.L ,C ; .

Equations (52)-(53) hold, of course, under one change of money unit,

where Arepresents e. g. the exchange rate from marks to dollars.

The change in the money unit is only a technical change in

our way to describe the world, i.e. in our coordinate system:

a change in the unit of measurement. The difficulty to

distinguish the technical change in the money unit from an

~ctual change in prices arises if other relevant variables X

are omitted from analysis l ). Therefore we use here e.g.

V(p,C,S;X) instead of customary V(p,C,S).

curve then (AY,c) lies on the right curve:

But in addition, if (Y,c) lies on the left indifference

'" 0, -11jJ~AP ,AY,C,X ) lIJ(Apo,nO,cO,xl)

It is impossible to give a complete list of those changes in

X which do not violate the "customary ceteris paribus

assumptions", but at least social conditions. health, general

expectations and tastes of our income user should be kept

unchanged. If tastes or plans of our income user change

because of changing family relations (say marriage, divorce,

birth of a child) or working conditions (change of job,

unemployment) then (52) and (53) need not hold. Under

° ° ° v
O

W(p • ,Y , c ; A ) •

° ° ° °y (p , Y ,c ; X ) ..° -0y(p ,Y,c; X )Y(Y,c)(55)

1) Similarly in the ordinary consumer theory the equa"tion for
an indifference curve sh2uld not be denoted by u(qO) = u(q)
but by ueg O; XC) = u(q; XO). Here XO describes among other
things the vie" of future corre!'oondin2 t:J the decision
possibility qO and xO contains similarly the vie...... of futu!"c
correspondi:;g to Cj in the terminology of TO'l'nqvi"t and Nonlberg,
cL p. 29. The view of ft:ture and therefore XOmus't adjust to the
change C]O ... q in the decisi.on possibilities.

1) For instance, Malinvaud (1972, p. 34) does not distinguish
these cases, the "choice of numeraire" and "the absence
of money illusion", and tries to derive results for t~e
latter using arguments from the first.
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changing"tastes (ACo,AS O) and (AYO,c O) in (52) and (53) should

~ °~ ° ~ ° ° ~be substituted by (AC ,AS) and (AY ,c ) where A may be either

greater or smaller than A to make the utilities equa]. l~re

r may depend in a complicated way of (pO,CO,SO), A and of the

way X changes. Therefore this kind of changes in X are not

allowed but are exogenized away by ceteris paribus assumption.

Their effects require a separate analysis. Only those effects

on X that result from proportionate changes in consumer prices

are allowed here.

The question remains to what extent possible effects of

" 11 I . . ° \ 0 hproport~ona y c 1angl.ng consumer prl.ces p ... /lop on ot er

economi~ variables in X (e.g. prices of investment goods and

assets, interest rate, total demand, emplo~ment etc) shoul~

be allowed and taken into account. If general consumer prices

increase it causes an inflationary impulse raising prices

of investment goods and wages; also real variables may be

affected. These kind of pred~ctable changes in X cannot be

naturally assumed away by exogenizing the corresponding

variables to their previous values.

It is a difficult and contraversial methodological question

to what extent sucll effects of changing environment should

be tried to be annlyzed in the model and where the ceteris

paribus clause shOUld be applied. Anyhow, tIle phponomenon

(or system) under investigation should be separated somollow

from other \%rl<1 but the lino of lll'm:,rL:ltion often rcm:1 ins

rather vague. Other researchers may want to inc1udc or

so

exclude certain considerations from the analysis. These are

rather deep questions connected with the relationship between

models and reality. In experimental sciencies the phdnomenon

under investigation is determined by describing the experiment,

so that thp cause variables, the response variables and the

environment arc clearly separated. For an expert of the field

there are usually no problems what the ceteris paribus clauses

are. In nonexperimental situations things are quite different.

An analysis of the situation must be based on some inter

pretation or view of the situation; and as a rule more than

one interpretation is possible. Therefore e.g. the cause

variables, the response variables and the environment are

usually defined in different ways in different interpretations

- or these concepts are totally lacking. It seems to be here

where the different "theoretical schools" of economics have.
their roots. For instance Pareto defends rather rigid forms

of the ceteris paribus assumptions:

"One is grossly mistaken then when he ac.cuses a person
who studies economic actions - or 1I011lC O(!COHom.Lcl:.6 
of neglecting, or even of scorning moral, religious,
ete., ac.tions - tha t is the (tantO eth'<"cu.~ J the homo
lu~e..i.g'<'Q6IU', etc. - ; it h"ould be the same as saying
that geometry neglects and scorns the chemical
properties of substances I thei r pJlysical properties,
etc. The same <lrror is -::ommittcd \~hCll political
economy is accused of not taking morality into ac
count. ]t is like accusing a theory of the game of
chess of not taking culinary art into account".
(Pareto (1971) p. 13)

On the oth(~r h:lIld ~larsJt<l11 has it much more s)'nthetic vie\\'

of economics:
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"But ethical forces arc among tllOse of whi.ch the
economist has to take account. Attempts have indeed
been made to const.l'UC t ,lJ1 :J bs t rac t science wi III
regard to the actions of an "economic m;Jn", l~ho is
under no ethical influences and who pursues plH'Uni;Jry
gain warily and eneTgetic<.Jlly, but lI1oclllJnic<.Jlly. and
selfishly. But th~y have not been slIccessrlll, nor
even thoroughly carried out, for they 11:lvC never
roally treated the economic JIIall as perfectly selfish:
no onc could be relied on better to cndure toil IInd
sacrifice with the unselfish desirc to m3ko provision
for his family; and his normal motives have always
been tacitly assumed. to include the family affections.
But if they include these, why should they not
include all other altruistic motives the action of
which is so far uniform in any class at any time
and place, that it can be reduced to general rule?
There seems to be no reason; and in the present book
normal actioll is taken to be that which may be expected,
under Certain conditions, from the members of an
industrial group; Rnd no attempt is made co exclude
t.he influence of any JIlotives, the action of ",hich
is regular, merely bec~use they are altruistic. If
the book has any speci,11 ch,n8cter of i ts o~rn. that may
perhaps be said to lie in the prominence which it
gives t.o this and other applications of the Principle
of Continuity".
(Marshall (1920), Preface to the first edition) .

More modern economic writers have a tendency to ignore these

problems as if they were unimportant.

We suppose now that other prices ~ (including prices of

investment goods, assets etc) change also proportionately
-0 --0 0 0(p .... ;l.p ) because of change P .... AP

Here Xmay differ from 1. Even in that kind of situation

equatiolls (52) and (53) may \Vell hold. Changing relative·

prices bct\Veen consumer and capital goods cau~es, of course,

capi tal gains or losses accordi ng to whether ~ > A or ~.:: :\.

These effects clJ:1!lge the utility :JCCOL:l1t of the c<Jpit:ll ist

52

but should not be included to the utility account of our

income user in order to avoid double counting. If for

instance other prices remain unchanged l ) (~= 1) while consumer

prices increase 10 \ (A = 1.1) the decision maker may suffer

considerable capital losses in the role of a capitalist,

because the value of the old capital goods corresponds to

a smaller amount of more expensive consumer goods. Therefore

the purchasing power of old capital has diminished about 10 \.

However, compensated saving AS O = 1.lSO buys 10 % more capital

goods which have the same purchasing power during the planning

period on the consumption market as the previous saving SO

had under previous prices. Also the expected purchasing power

of capital goods bought by l~lSO remains equal to that of 50

under previous prices, if the relative prices between consumer

goods and capital goods remain the same also in the future

(p and ~ may both be constant in time or change in a predicted

way).

But if prices of capital goods are expected to rise in the

future in relation to consumer goods (if e.g. the 10 \ gap

between them is expect.ed to vanish in three years) then

saving during the planning period would be somewhat more

1) The assumption that other prices ~ remain constant although
consumer prices p chungc is qui te natural if p' s are consumer
spesific (not gencral) prices of consumption goods-.-These
1Ili.~ht ~Ti;lllge without affecting e,g, the general price
level or other p'rices p. In this micro economic context the
assumptio!l oC p-regularity is o.lso very n:ltural, 1'Jhich sholVs
th'lt possible dcvLltions from p-rcgul:!rity are reflections
of macro ecollomic reactions,
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profi table than previously because newly bought eapi t,li goods

would increase their value in relation to consumer goods.

In that case (eO,SO) need not be expanded l.l-fold to attnin

the previous utility level but (ICO,ISO) with re 1.1 wo~ld be

sufficient. This is a special effect caused by a predicted

difference between the rates of increase in consumer prices

54

may be either greater or smaller than A depending on the

details of the situation. Therefore detailed information is

needed in order to decide whether the p-regularity assumption

should be rejected and in what direction it 5hould be changed.

Another mathematically simple assumption with which our p-

regularity assumption may be contrasted is the following:

For all admissible (pO,eO,SO) and 1> °
and othe~ prices and in such a case the assumption of p

regularity need not hold exactly. Unless such special effects

are expected (lCO,lSO) may be safely used as a compensating

(C,S)-pair producing the same utility under ApO-prices as

(CO,SO) produces under pO-prices.

(57) V(ApO,ACO,SO; Xl) ° ° 0 °V(p,e,S;X).

A similar argument holds when other prices are allowed to

change, A f l.

Thus when calculating the proportional expansion factors

of consumption and saving (and thus of income) nceded to

compensate for a pr6portional change in consumer prices the

natural assumption to start with is that other relevant

economic variables in X change in such a way that the p-

regUlarity assumption may be applied. Note also that if the

p-regularity assumption is questioned in some situation then

the eXIJansion factor A in equivalent equabons

Here it is assumed unrealistically that only consumption C

needs compensation when consumer prices change proportionally.

I:f: e.g. A=l.l (57) would say that (1.1CO,So) gives under ID 'I,

higher consumer prices the same utility for our consumer

saver as (CO,SO) gave under previous prices pO This may hold

only if s° is close to zero or other relevant variables XO

have changed in some peculiar way, which has increased to

profitability of saving. Vartia and Vartia (1979) argue that

(58) is an implicite assumption in some occasionally made

but unrealistic calculations concerning the burden of sales

t'!xcs.

(56) V(ApO,~eO,rSO; Xl)

° ~ ° ° 1~(Ap ,AY ,e ; X )

V(pO,CO,SO; XO)

1Ji(p O,Y O
,C

O
; XO)

As a summary, our problem has been which variables in X should

be considered as endogenous and which should be exogenotisly

fixed const~nts when effects or changing p is examined.

Furthermore, Cor endogcllous variahles in X Dlljustl1lcnts \~ould

he Ileedeu Nhen p changes. An extreme vie'" \~ould be that all
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other variables X ate exogenous constants (so that Xl = XO),

in which case X could be omitted from analysis. This is

5.

56
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probably the ordinary but dogmatic, view adopted e.g. in

consumer theory. (However, omission of X does not necessarily

imply that this extreme view is adopted: possible changes in

X and their effects are only lef.t untold.) In our opinion

a part of X must be considered as endogenous: as Dr. Pentti

Vartia pointed humorously at least the price labels must

change together with p. A more advanced analysis should

therefore contain a system of explicitc behavioural equations

for some other endogenous variables. In our analysis these

equations do not appear explicitely. !Iowever, their effects

arc allowed and taken into account implicitely, which will be

a necessity in any empirical analysis for som~ kind of

reactions. Thus any analysis will he "only" partial analysis

but it will serve a useful purpose if its limitations have

been specified.

Here we will spesify how the income user allocates his

consumption expenditures C among consumer goods. This has

to b~ spesified not only for the optimal pair (e,§) but for

all admissible (C,S)-paits, because we want to be also to

compare any conceivable (C,S)-allocations and their implied

suboptimal consumption patterns.

Let's start the analysis from the behaviour of our consumer-

saver without any utility assumptions in the consumption

space. We suppose that in any situation described alternatively

by (p,C,S,X) ,or (p,C,c,X) ~he chosen unique consumption bundle
A
q of the budget set {q Ip·q ~ C) is given by a "demand function"

'~(p,CIS, X) or h(p,Clc, X), respectively. These are two different

functions which, however, determine each other uniquely. The

latter h(p,Clc; X) seems to be easier to work with. In

accordance with the p-regularity assumption we suppose that

the demand function is also homogenous of degree zero in

(p, C) :

Homogeneity. For all admissible variables the demand function

h(p,C!c,X) is homogenous 6f degree zero in (p,C) for any

given (c,X): h(Ap,AClc,x) = h(p,Clc,X),

where A> ° and X is the adjusted v:llue of X.

This means that in two situations (Ap,AC,c,;<) and (p,C,c,X),

I~hidl a~lOuJlt to the sallle tot,~l utility by p-regularity, the

chosen consumption hund] c is ;11so the S;ll1lC. In other not:.!ti on,

the 11,0 situations arc ucscr.ilwu by (Xp,AC,AS,X) and (p,C,S,X),
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which result in the following equiv,llent formulation using

the dem~nd function fi(p,CI5,X):

Homogeneity. For all admissible variables the demand function

~(p,CiS,X) is homogenous of degree zero in (p,C,S) for any

given X: h(Ap,ACIAS,X) = h(p,CIS,X)

where A> 0 :md X is the adjusted value of x.
Here also saving must be resc.aled in the new proportionClte

situation, S-+ AS, while the previous formulation propensity

to consume remained constant, C = C/(C+5) -+ AC/(AC+AS) = c. This

particularly makes h(p,Clc,X) easier to work with than

h(p,C!S,X) .

We have not yet assumed that h(p,C!c,X) has the properties

of an ordinary demand function in (p,C), i.e. that h(p,C!c,X)

may be considered as a result of maximizing some utility

function u(q!c,X) under budget c~nstraint p.q ~ C. The consumer

behaviour described by h(p,Clc,X) might this far be of a more

general type. But in that case only very limited inferencies

concc~ning the consumer behaviour couJd be drawn and we couldll't

in that case properly call our consumer-saver-thcory a

sener&lization of the ordinary consumer theory. Therefore

wc have to ndd some additional restrictions on 'the "dcmanJ

function" h(p,Clc,X) and indirectly on the utility function

~(p,Y,c; X).

We consider first the case c =] when all inco,llc is used in

consumptio!l. In oruer that our theory is a gen('r;Jliz~ltillll

of the ordinary conSU1ll0r theory the fUllction ljJ(p,C,J; X)
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should quality as an indirect utility function and the

demand function h(p,C!],X) should be calculable from it by

Roy's 1~eorem. We shall, however, start from some more basic

assumptions which arc more transparent in the general case

when c may differ from unity. We say that the demand

function 11(p,Clc,X) satisfies the weak consumer utility

hypothesis (weak CUH) if the function h(p,CII,X) of (p,C)

satisfies the utility hypothesis UB given before.

In other words if the propensity to consume is exogenized

to unity, c= 1, while saving equals zero, the corresponding

demand function h(p,C!I,X) gives the unique maximum point

q of some utility function u(qll,X) in the budget set

B(p,C) = {qlp·q~ cl. The utility function u(q!l,X) is assumed

to fulfill conditions B so that the implied preference relation

may be described as well using an indirect utility function

v(p,Cll,X) = max{u(qll,X) Ip·qS Cl. The demand,function may
q

be straightforwadly calculated from it by Roy's Theorem:

h(p,C/I,X) = h(r,l!l,X) = Vv(r,lll,X)/r.Vv(r,ljl,X), where r =

p/C. Therefore the weak CUII we may be expressed dually also

as follows:

Weak CUll: There exists an indirect utility function v(p,CII,X)

satisfying conditions A and the demand function satisfies

h(p Cll X) = ~HI.~) =c~bf\]'X~ for all admissible" Ilv(r,l l,X)·r \lv(p,C l,X "I

argulllents.

The indirect utility function v(p,Cll,X) is determined only

up to an increasing trnnsfoTmation so that it may be replaced

h)' v"'(p,CI1,X) = f(v(p,Cll,X), l,h0re f: ll~"" lRis any

(Jiffll)"cntLlblc) i.ncreasing [unction. Because: av*(p,Cll,X)/api =
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f' (v (p, C11 , X) av (p, C1 1 , X) / () Pi :J ls 0 v* (p, ell, X) 1cads to our prev i ous

demund function: Cvv*(p,Cll,X)/p·Vv*'(p,Cll ,X) = CVv(p,Cll,X)/

p.Vv(p,Cll,X) = h(p,Cll,X) because ft (v) cancels ~way.

Consider next the relationship between v(p,Cll,X) and

~(p,C,l; X). Here v(p,C\l,X) is an expression of the maximum

consumption utility attainable in the situation (p,e,l;X),

while IP (p, C, 1; X) is an expression of the maximum consumpti.on-

saving utility attainable in the same situation. But because

saving is here forced to ~ero all the utility arises from

consumption and both functions must tell essentially the
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Thcorer.l 1. Suppose that h(p,elc,x) satisfies weak CUll with

an implicite indirect utility function v(p,Cll,X) satisfying

(58). Then v(p,ell,X) and 1J!(p,e,l; X) arc increasing trans

formations of each other both satisfying conditions ~ of an

indirect utility function and the demand function hi(p,cll ,X)
. a1J!(p,e,l; X)/api

for any commodity a i satisfies h 1 (p,e,1,X) = C---------=:...-
L Pjd1J!(p,C,l; x)/apj

The weak eUll assumes that our income user behaves as an

ordinary consumer if his saving happens to be or is exogcnized

to zero. In some connections we will make use also of a

stronger assumption that our income user allocates always his

(p,C) and (p,e)

same story. More exactly, both the utility functions must order

different (p,e)-pairs in the some order: for all admissible

(58) v(p,ell,X) ~ v(p,CI1,X) iff

- - -
W(p,e,ljX); w(p,C,l;X)

consumption expenditure e = cY among the consumer goods

according to the ordinary consumer theory. This restrictio~

on h(p,elc,X) is called consumer utility hypothesis:

eUIl: The demand function h(p,elc,X) satisfies for any admissible

c the utility hypothesis UH.

Denote the implicitely defined direct and indirect utility

functions by u(q!c,X) and v(p,elc,X). These function satisfy

conditions B and ~ respectively for any values of c ~nd

It is shown in Appendix 1 that this holds if and only if

W(p,C,l;X) is an increasing transformation of v(p,ell,X):

1J!(p,e,l;X) = g(~(p,Cll,X». Of course this hold~ also other
-1way round, v(p,ell,X) = g (1)J(p,C,l;X)), because tjJ=g(v) and

V= g-l(1J!) are both increasing.

\I'e have thus Sh01Vl1 that our (ordinal) consumption-saving

tltility ~J(p,C,l;X) conS'idercd :15 rUllctioJl of (I',C) qllal i rjc:s

al:;o as all or<1i lIul consuillptio1J util i tr from l;hich the Jl'lIlalld

fUIlctj0n ilia}' be lIcriv(d by j~())'f~.i Thcnr(\li:. 'I'llis is st~lt('d ;1':

:l 1 hellI·CiII.

(59) h(p,Clc,X)=c Vv(p,elc,X)
Vv(p,Clc,X) 'p

by Roy's Th6orem. It remains to be described how the ordinal

indirect utility functions of the consumer v(p,elc,x) and

the income user ~[p,Y,c; X) are related to each other. Both

(unctions arc specified only up to an incre:lsing transformation.

\,'(' !le-cd lo consider only cases ",here the propcnsj t)' to consume

L is fixed in both (unctions to " given value. !.lecuuse C = cV
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•....e may express Y as a function of C and c, Y = C/c and consider

the function

/"t 6 2

As iS,shown in Appendix 1 (61) implies that the ordinal

indirect utility function of the consumer v(p,C!c,X) and

ordinal indirect utility function of the income user (60)

(60) v(p,C!c,X) lji(p,C/c,Cj X) expressed as function of C instead of Y are increasing trans-

formations of each other:

giving the total utility lji(p,Y,Cj X) of the income user as

a function of p, C and c. (62) v(p,clc,X) g(v(p,Clc,x))

where g: Jp. .... lR is an increasing function. By inserting

Consider as nn example the case c= 0.8 and two price-consumption

situations (p,C) and (~,E). Suppose that (p,C) is at least as

good as lP,C) from the point of view of the consumer:

v(~,C'0.8,X) ~ v(p,Ela.s,X). More accurately, the price-

consu~ption situation (p,C) and the propensity to consume

c= 0.8 is v~lued at least as good as the pair (p,C) with the

same prQpensity to consum~. Therefore we must also require

(63)

g(lji(p,C/c,c; X)),

av(p,Clc,X)/api

= g' (v(p,Clc,X))Clv(p,C\c,X)/Cip.
1

that the income user orders the situations in the same way:

v(p,CiO.8,X) ::v(p,C!O.B,X), i.e. Hp,C/O.8,O.B; X) ~

~(p,E!O.8,O;B,i). The same must hold for any c, so that we

require that for any admissible pairs (p,C) and (p,C)

= g' (lji(p,C!c,c; X))Cllji(p,C!c,c; Xl!ClPi

in (59) the demand functions hi(P,Clc,Xl may be calculated

from the indirect utility function W(p,Y,c; X) of the income

( 61) v(p,cjc,X) ~ v(p,C!C,X) iff
user in the way analogous to Roy's Theorem:

v(p,Cjc,X) ~ v(p,C!c,X) (64 )
i 3W(p,C/c,Cj Xl/cp.

h(p,clc,X)=c J

L PjOw(p,c/c,c; X)/oPj

The almost banal character of (61) is hest revealed by an example

from a more fami liar si tUB tion. Let (A, Il) be a dinner consisting

of a main course A and a de$sert B. If a dessert B is considered

ind';'fferenttoBafteramaincoul'seA, (BIAJ~ CB!A), thenaIso

the complete dinners should be regarded as indifferent, (A,B) ~ (A, B),

and inversely.

This is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 1 to cases

where ~ differs from unity. To sum up we present the results

in

Theorem 2. Suppose that the demand function h(p,Clc,X) satisfies

CUH with an implicitc indirect utility function v(p,Clc,X)
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satisfying (61). Then v(p,Clc,X) and v(p,Clc,X) = 1jJ(p,C/c,c; X'j

are increasing transformations of each other both satisfying

conditions A of an indirect utility function. Furthermore,

the demand function h(p,Clc,X) has the representation

64

Theorem 3. A regular 1jJ(p,Y,c; X) is necessarily also p-regula;r.

. ° 001 ° 000 1Proof. Let's conslder 1jJ(Xp ,AY ,c ,X ) = W(Ap ,XC le ,c ,X ) =

v(Xpo,ACOlcO,Xl). Because v(p,Cjc,X) satisfies properties A
it is also homogenous of degree zero in (p,C) so that

(65 ) h(p,cic,X) = C V1'Cp,C/c.c; X) =C Vv(p,Clc,X)
V1jJ(p,C/c,c; X)·p Vv(p,Clc,X).p

or
vp.. po ,XCOjc O,Xl)

° 0 ° °1jJ (p ,Y ,c ; X ),

- ° 0
1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0= v (p ,C c, X ) = 1jJ(p ,C I c ,c ; X )

which proves the p-regularity. u
\

(fiSb) h(r,llc,X) Vw(r,l/c,c; X)

Vw(r,l/c,c; X)'r
= Vv(r,llc,X)

Vv(r,llc,X).r
r = plC.

We have used the function 1jJ(p,Y,c; X) to define the regular

case. It is worth while writing the definition of regularity

Theorem 2 provides the motivation for the following straight-

ferward definition.

We call an indirect utility function 1jJ(p,Y,c; X) ~ular if

the function v(p,Clc,X) = 1jJ(p,C/c,c; X) of (p,C) has the

properties Aof an indirect utility function and is continuous

in (p,e,c). The corresponding direct utility function having

properties B in consumption space is determined by duality,

also in terms of V(p,C,S; X). By p-regularity we have

S l-cV(p,C,S; X) = V(p/C,l,C; X) = V(r,l,--c-; X), where r= plC.

Therefore we have the theorem

Theorem 4. The utility function w(p,Y,c; X) is regular if and

only if the function V(r,l'.l=C; X) of r = pie has the properties

A of an indirect utility function for any c = C/Y and is

continuous in c.

Proof. RegUlarity of 1jJ(p,Y,c; X) means that v(p,Ylc,X) =

W(p,Y,c; X) fulfills conditions A as a function of (p,Y) for

and the consumer demand function h(p,Clc,X) is assumed to

maximize u(qfc,X) in the budget set. The direct utility

function (66) may be independent of c (which is an assumption

in ordinary demand theory) or they mny differ for diffcl"Cnt

-' (66) u(qlc,X) mi n {v (p, CIc, X) Ip. q :: C} ,
p

any c and is continuous in c. Equivalently, the function

~ I - I - 1
1

1vCr c,X) = v(p/C,Y/C c,X) = v(r,c c,X) = 1jJ(r,c'c; X) of r = plC

must fulfill conditions A for any c and be continuous in c.

But by equation (49) ~(rlc,X) = w(r,i,c; X) = 1jJ(p,Y,c; X) =
C cw(p,C+S'C+S; X) = V(p,C,S; X) = VCr, 1,T=C; X), so that

~(rlc,X) = V(r,l'l=c; X) and the theorem is proved. D

c's. Anyhow, in the regular case h(p,C!c,X) may be calcuJated

straightforwnJly from (65).

It is not true that in the regular case the function V(p,C,S; X)

is nn indircct utility [unction in (p,C) for a fixeu S. Tt is

not n:ttur:ll to kecp thc money vaJuc of saving S ns fixed ,~hen
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p and C change. In the definition of regularity the propensity to

consume c = C/Y (or equivalently the propensity to save SlY = I-c)

was kept constant.

Deaton Cl 977, p, 901) proposes a similar two stage procedure

but his consumption expenditure function and demand functions

were not derived from any utility considerations.

Regularity of tjJ(p,Y,c; X) isakindof separability assumption,

\vhi ch makes it possible to al locate the di sposable income into

saving and different consumption'categories in two stages:

The t\Vo stage procedure of optimization is perhaps understood

more clearly through the total indirect utility of income Y

in the face of prices p. It is defi~ed by

First: "" " "Y is allocated into C = cY and S = (l-c)Y by settjng

the marginal utility atjJ(p,Y,c; x)/ac of c equal to
(68) V(p,Y; X) V(p,~(p,Y; X), g(p,Y; X); X),

In the second stage the allocation may be carried out simpl~

using Roy's Theorem

"Second: C is allocated into consumption categories according

. - "" " " /\ .to the indirect utility function v(p,Clc,X)=tjJ(p,C/c,c;X).

(67)

zero and solving for the optimal propensity to consume

"c,

1),/\ - "/\
h(p,clc; X) =e 'i1\'(p,Clc,X)- /\ /\

'i1v(p,Clc,X) ,p

\Vhere the allocation of Y into the optimal consumption

expenditure ecp,Y; X) and saving g(p,Y; X) is taken into

account. ~n V(p,C,S; X) variables C and S ",ere "freely varying"

and not optimized as in (68)'. The procedure is summarized in

figure 9,

£!£ure 9: The two stage procedure of determinin~ tpe optimal
consumption expenditure-saving pair" ~c,g) and the
optimal consumption bundle q = h(p,Clc,X)=-h*(p,Y;X)
from given prices and income

I
= v \P, 1: ;,h)

I
C="-I r.

)I
VV\~,l.i<;,;,A) -r-

I.. GI

I I I

r-- -------- --- -- ---------------------------------- ------, I
I A A I
I c=C(p,Y;X) :

p~ max V(p,C,S;X) h( ~I" X) :
I C+S=Y p, c, I
I ,

l = V(p,e,~~X) n vvlr,l:Lxl !! ._ ... It. ~ •. _ __. ~./\ .•• I

Y~

,I
l I ~("" t" 6" I: IV(p,Y~X) :;=s(p,Y~X) q=h(p,c!c,X)'l j { J

I V(p,Y;X) I g(p,Y;X) I a=h·(p,Y;X)

" " /\_C" ~(p,C/c.c; X)
- 1\ 1\ /\

'i11/J(p,C/c,c; X)'p

is also continuou~ in p and Y, Of course the demand (h7) also

/\ " /\\Vhe,e q = h(p,Clc,X) is the optimul consumption bUl1llle

corresponding to the optimal consumption expenditure-saving
/\ /\ /\ /\

pair (C,S). The demand system h(p,Clc,X) is continuous in

/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ "
(p,C,c). If C = C(p,Y; X) :Jnd S = S(p,Y; X) are continuous in

/\ /\ /\ /\
Cp,Y) then h(p,Clc,X) = h(p,C(p,Y; X)IC(p,Y; Xl/V; X) = h*(p,Y; X)

lIIuximi:cs u(ql~,X)
/\

un cl t~ r the hu cl get co 11 S t]';1 i Jl t p, Cl ::: c ,
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Now wc arc able to sce more clearly also the difference 11~tween

the (more or ICES) indirect utility function V(p,C,S; X) Hnd

(more or less) direct utility function U(q,p,S; X) characterized

hy (28). In fact wc have Now wc are equipped strongly enough to return to our original

problem. Let's consider a basic situation (pO,yO) determined

by 'old t prices and disposable income. For notational conve

nience we will now drop other relevant variables X from our

(69) V(p, Y; X)
A A

V(p,C,S; X)
A A

U(q,p,S; X) ,

(,. COMPENSATED INCOME IN CONSUMPTION-SAVING ECONO}ff

WHEN PRICES ARE CI-fANGEJ)

where optimkl choices of C,S and q arc inserted. Or in other

notation

functions.

The optima] (C,S) pail- is

(70) max{U(q,p,S; X) Ip·q + S
(q, S)

Y}

(71) CO C(pO,yO), SO = S(pO,yO)

= max V(p,C,S; X)
C+S=y

Vep,Y; X) •
with cO + SO = yD. The pair eCO,SO)maximizes vepO ,C,S) when

e + S yO the maximum utility being

The most natural starting point to analyze the decisions of

a consumer-saver seems to be offcled by V(p,e,S; X), while

other reprcsentati?ns of the same preferences arc more

( 72) VO V(pO ,eO,SO) ° °V(p ,Y ).

difficult to start with.

In Appendix 2 some examples 0 f the re gu] a r ca se a re gi ven

~ecause (72) is the maximum of V(pO,e,S) when e + S = yO the

utility of consuming all income, i.e. the utility of the choice,

O. ° ° °e = y and S = ° 15 smaller than V(p ,e ,S );

(73) ° ° ° ° °V(p ,Y ,0) :::: V(p ,e ,S ) VO.

Equality hoids only if SO = 0 by happy accident or the in

difference surface V(rO,e,S) = vO coincides with the income

constraint yO = C + S. The utility V(pO,YO,O) in (73)

corresponds to the situation ~Icre sDvinc is forced to zero

anJ no compensation of this is given to the consumer-saver.
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Essent1ally (73) is a revealed preference argument: the

choice (CO,SO) is revealed better than (yO,O), which was

also possible but was not chosen.

(77) VCp,CCp,Y) ,SCp,Y))

70

VCp,Y) V.

But we may also ask what would be the income yO for which

the utility V(pO,yO,O) of consuming ~O and saving nothing,

S = 0, i~ equal to old utility VD:

level and Y(p,V) is the minimum income which quarantees a

utility level V under prices p. Alternatively it may be defined

by

(74) ° -0V(p ,Y ,0) VD.

(78) YCp,V) min{Y!V(p,Y) > V}
Y -

Generally the solution ~ of

min{YIY
CC, S)

c + S & VCp,C,S) ~ V}.

(75) V(p,Y,O) v
Figure 10 illustrates the definitions.

Figure 10. Definitions of Y(p,V) and ?(p,V)

defines a function ~ YCp,V) of prices and utility; Y(p,V)

is the minimum income for which consuming YCp,V) and saving

nothing w0uld produce a given utility V.

Therefore V(p,?(p,V),O) = V identically for all admissible

p and V. The function ~Cp,V) is a generalization of the cost

or expenditure function CCp,u) defined by Cl) in all-consumption

econonies. We may alternatively define VCp,V) by

As

y=c+s -

o

Y=Y(p,V)

c

(76) ~(p,V) min{YIV(p,Y,O) > V}.
y -

Another generalization of CCp;u) in consumption-saving economy

is uefincd as [ollow". Let C(p,Y) onrl S(p,Y) be the optimal

consumption an,1 saving pa i r in the f<lcc of Cl', Y) 1mtl tletcrmi ne

thl' income Y such tlwt
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It is cl~ar that Y(p,V) cunnot exceed ?(p,V), i.e. ( 63) C(p,V) + S(p,V)

72

Y(p,V)

(79) Y(p,V) ~ Y(p,V) (84 ) V(p,C(p,V),S(p,V)) V(p,Y(p,V)) V.

for all admissible (p,V)-pairs. Note also that

The difference Y - Y = Y(p,V) - Y(p,V) ~ ° is the money value

of the compensatien (in dollars, say) if the saving is forced

( 85) V(p,Y(p,V),O) ~ V(p,C(p,V),S(p,V)) V(p,Y(p,V),O) y.

to zero.

Similarly the ratio

is the relative compensation needed to retain the utility level

V under prices p if the savin~ i~ forced to zero.

( 80)

Denot.e by

y
y

Y~p,V) >
Y(p,V) -

Consider now a change (say an increase) in prices, pO ~ p'.

If prices increase,more income is needed to retain the old

total utility level y O = Y(pO,CO,SO), where CO = C(pO ;yO)

= C(pO,VO) and SO = S(pO,y O) = S(pO,VO).

What is the income needed in the new price situation pl to

attain the old utility level? In the old situation Y(pO,VO)

C(pO,yO) + S(pO,yO) was just enough to quarantee the utility

level yD. In the face of new prices the same utility yO is

just reached if income were

(S 1) c (p, y) ((p,Y(p,V)) (86) Y(pl,VO) 1 ° 1 °C(p ,y ) + S (p ,y ).

the compensated consumption and saving functions, respectively.

The pair (C(p,V),S(p,V)) is the optimal consumption-saving

allocation producing the utility V under prices p, so that

we have [or all admi ssj bIe p nnd \'

( 82) S(p,y) 5(p, Y (p, V)) llere (C(p',VO) ,S(pl,VO)) is the optimal consumption-saving

allocntion which produces the old utility yO under new prices pI

aJlll Y(p 1, VD) is the compensated income, \~here the price change

° 1. 1P + P JS con~ensate(.
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The formal analogy of (87) with the corresponding definition

. 10 00 10 °The dIfference Y(p ,V ) - YCp ,V ) = YCp ,y ) - Y tells how

The implied" true cost of living index is ~l/yO = YCp' ,yO)/

Y(pD,yO). The procedure is illustrated in figure 11.

C+S=yl

h
s

o 1 .~'\> .... "t ..... ......,,""' c ~

Figure 11 corresponds to a substantial increase in prices.

The indifference curve [CC,S) ly(pl,C,S) = VC} consists of

those (C,S)-pairs which would give the same satisfaction vO

under pI_prices as the optimal (CO,SO)-pair g~ve under pO_

prices. The pair (Cl,Sl) = (C(pl,yO),S(pl,YO)) is the cheapest

consumption-saving combination producing old utility yO under

pI_prices so that the needed compensated income is Cl + SI

1 ° 1 0 1 0 ~lC(r ,V ) + S(p ,Y ) = Y(p ,V ) = Y . If the consumer-saver

would get income i l under pI_prices he would be just able to

retain his old utility level yD. Note that because both

consumption and saving adjust to the new price situation the
o ° ~l ~l

propensity to consume may change someHhat: C /Y and C /Y

.Figure 11, Determination of the relative cost of the old
utility level in two price situations pO and pI
as measured by p(pl,pO; yO) = V1/yO.

C(pl.,YO) + S(pl.,v0)
CO + sO

Y(p' VD)
yO

yD.

Y(p',V.o)
Y(pD, VD)

° °V(p , y )

, ° °pep ,p ;V )

V(p' ,i1)

(87)

(88)

a price change. The relative c~mpensation

much more income is needed to retain the old utility level

. ° 1 1 °wh~n prIces have changed, p ~ p .' Therefore YCp ,V ) -

Y(pO ,Vc) is the money value of "the compensation neeued after

is a natural generalization of the CLaspeyres' type of) Konus

cost of living index (4) in consumption-saving economies.

Shortly: PCP',po;VO) is the relative cost of old utility

yD = V(pO,CO,SD) in two price situations. Wewill refer to

p(pl ,pO; VC) also as the price index of the disposable income.

in all-consumption economies may be also presented as foU ows. The

compensated income Y(pl,VO) = i 1 leads to the same utility under

,. y O 1 d dO.p -prIces as ea s un er p -prIces:

need not be equal to each other.
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Also

where h(p.Y!l) optimizes u(qll) under the budget constraint

p.q ~ Y. The calculation of (89) is illustrated in figure 12
-0 -1where only incomes Y and Y are added to figure 11.

Figure 12. Determination of the relative cost of the old
utility level in two price situations as measured
by p(pl,pO; VC) = Yl/yD.

Anot:ler generalization of ths Konus cost of living index

p(p1,pO;u) = C(pl·,u)/C(pO,u) uses the generalized cost function

Y(p,V) = min{Y[V(p,Y,O) ~ V}0[(76),wheresavingisforcedtozero.
y

YepO,VO) = yO is the minimum income for which (yO,O) gives the

same total utility yO as (CO,SO). Similarly Ylpl ,yO) ~ yl is

the income for which (y1,0), i.e. consuming yl and saving

nothing, gives the same total utility VO under new prices

p'; y1 is a special kind of compensated income which quarantees

the old utility after a price change pO + pl. The relative

compensation

(9l) - 1 ° °pep ,p ; V )
pl.h(pl,VIII)

pO.h(pO,yO[I)

is another generalization of the KonUs cost of living index.

In fact it is fOJ2!1ally a KonUs cost of living index because
-1 -0

both Y and Y are actually used totally in purchases of

- 1 ° °consumer goods and therefore the calculation of pep ,p ;V )

is carried out in consumption space by KonUs principle. When

saving is exogenized to zero,S =° or c = 1, the total utility

(89) P(p' ,pO ;VO) ? (p , , y O)

Y(pO,yO)

yl

yO

A
s

o I ;;"'<: '\ ,91
.. " t~........ :::=0--

C

C+Scyl

function V(p,C,O) ~ 1jJ(p,C,l) has the properties A of an indirect

utility function by weak Cilll. Therefore there exists by duality

also a direct utility function u(qjl) representing the same

consumer prefercncies in the quantity space and the generalized

cost function ~(p,V) is an ordinary cost [unction (I)

corresponding to these pre[erend es:

(90) Y(p,V) min{CIC?,p'(l & u(lill) V}

-0 -1Hcre Y and Y are the points where the 'old' and 'new'

indiffercnce curves intersect the C-axis. Thereforc using

the incomes yO and yl totally in purchases of consumption

goods under prices pO and pl respectively would just give

the old utility level: vO = V(pO ,CO,SO) = V(pO ,yO,O)

V(pl,yl,O). It is clear from the figure that usually '::p/y O
""

-1 -0 1 0 0 - 1 0 [)Y IV so that P(p ,p ; V ) arc P(p ,p ; V ) arc good

ilpproxilll:ltiOI1S or c:lch othcr.
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7. ESTIMATION Of THE COMPENSATED INCOME

The hypothetical incomes yO and VI may be both regarded as

auxiliary characteristics, which are not very interesting in

themselves. The main aim of our analysis is to determine the

compensated income

(95)

78

° \'1p(pl,pO; V )e ;0
Y

yl yl/yl

y O VO/yO

y
"" yO

(defini ti.on)

(identity)

(if Vl/yl""yO/yO)

(92) yl Y(pl,VO) = C(pl,VO) + S(pl,VO)
p(pl,pO;VO). (definition)

the use of \\'hich for consumption and saving would just give

the old utility in the new price situation. Alternatively

if the generalized price index or relative compensation (37)

is known then yl may be determined from

-0 ° -1 ~l -0-1We usually have Y /y ,., y /y even if Y and Y are considerably

° ~l -1 "greater than Y and Y and e.g. Y is a bad approximation of
~l

Y .

100 - 100Because P(p,p; V )""P(p,p; V)

(93) yl Y(pl,VO) 1 ° ° °pep ,p ; V)Y .

yl/yO we have also

The result (92) is conceptually important although it is

mathematically rather trivial. Because of (94) it is sufficient

to derive a good approximation of p(pl,pO; VU) instead of

1 ° ° - 1 ° ° -1-0pep ,p ; V ). The former pep ,p ; V ) = Y /Y is easier to

estimate because here saving is forced to zero and the

(94) yl "'" p(pl,pO; VO)yO . calculations occur completely in the consumption space.

On the other hand, in estimating the price index of th~ disposable
- 1 ° ° ° -1 -0 ° .so that pep ,p ; V)y = (Y /Y)Y is as a rule a very good

estimate of yl. The approximatiOll (94) is very good when the

-0 0 -] ~l
relative comp<;:nsations Y /Y :::] and Y /Y :: 1 of forcing the

saving to zere are apprOXimately equa]. This is shown as

income

( !l(j) p(pl,pO; VU)
yl

yO
CCpl,V O) + S(pl,VO)

CO + SO

follows
directly we should in principle discuss how both compensated

COilS \lmpt ion :ll1U savi ng rea c t \vh en prices a re changed. We may

~o to spe:Jk e] i minat(' s;lvi ng in the fi rst phase by forcing it to zero

lhy ,"o!1sLlming the ,Icttlal saving) so that ~ill income is consumcu.
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This mean.s that saving is considered from the point of view

of its alternative use, consumirfg, and income is considered

as if it were all consumed.

80

Represent the indifference curve A(p,V) = {CC,S) IV(p,C,S) = V}

for given (p,V) (sce figure 10) as a function of S, C = f(S),

and expand it to a Taylor series with remainder at g= S(p,V):

The discussion is complicated by allowing for the relative

com~ensations ?O/yO and yl/il (see (95) and figure 12) needed

to eliminate the welfare effects of forcing saving to zero.

We have

(100) f(S)
1\ 1\ 1\ 1 - 1\2

f(S) + f' (S) (S - S) + 2" f"(5) (S - S)

e- 1(S-~)+.!f"(S)(S-S)2
2

/\/\ 1 - 1\2
(C + S) - S + 2" f" (S) (S·- S)

- 1\ _ _

where S is some point between Sand S. We have f (0) '" y = y (p, V) ,
1\ /\
C + S =Y (p, V) and therefore

(97)

(98)

y° _? (p°,VD ).
yO - Y(pO,VO)

yl _ Ycl,vO)
~l -

Y(pl,VO)Y
(101) frO) Y(p,V) Y(p,V) +4f"(5)52

so that both are ratios
- 1\

where S now lies between ° and S.

between the two generalized minimum cost functions calculated

at the same (p,VO)-pair, see figure ,10. The ratio (99) is

(99)
- °Y(p,V )

Y(p,VO) Denoting half of the mean curvature 1f" (S) of the indifference
1\ 1\

curve A(p,V) along the interval (min(O,S), max(O,S)) by a(p,V)

we have by (99)

always at least 1 by (80) and it depends only on curvature

properties of the indifference curve {(C,S) IV(p,C,S) = VD}.

\I[e shortly sketch a general representation for t.he ratio (99).

This allows us to estimate the accuracy of (94) and (9S) anJ

(lq2) a(p,V) 1 f 2: ." (S)

y(p,V) - Y(p,V)
g2

improve the accuracy if it is cOJ1sidercJ worth while doing

so. UsunJJy it is uJlJ1eccss'lry.

which shows that usually a(p,V) > ° and a(p,V) ~ ° always

- 1\2
because Y(p,V) ~ Y(p,V) and S ~ O. We cull a(p,V) the curvature

parameter. It [0]]0\,5 that



(103)
Y(p,V)

Y(p,V)

81

Y(p,V) • O(p,V)g2

Y(p,V)

1 + a(p,V) ~..YlS(p,V)
YCp,V)

82

-1-1-1 -1 1 Uwhere the bars (-) in asS indicate that e.g. S = S(p ,V )

usually differs from actual saving SI = S(p1,V1 ) in the new

sit.uation (pl,V1). Por the ratio of (105) and (104) we get

1 + a(p,V) s(p,V)S(p,V)

so that the ratio Y(p,V)/Y(p,V) ~] i5 a simple function of

the curvature parameter a(p,V), the propensity to save
A A

s(p,V) = S(p,V)/Y(p,V) = SlY and the optimal value of saving

g = S(p,V), all determined for a given indifference curve

(106)
yl/y 1+315]51

~O /yO = 1 + aOs OSO

~ 1 + (a151S1 _ aOsOSO)

A(p,V). In order to improve the approximation (95) in estimating

p(p1,pO; VO) we start from the identity

Applying (103) for (97) and (98) we get

(104 ) )i0 = Y(pO,VO)
yO y(pO,VO)

(] 07) P(pl, p O; VO)
_ I' ° 0 0pep ,p ; Vo)y IY_

yl/YO

p(p1 ,pO; VO) 1 + aOsOSO
1 + a1s1si '

(105)
y1

yl

1 + a(pO,vO) 5 (pO.VO) S (pO,VO)

1 + aOsOSO

y(p1,VO)
Y(p] ,VD)

1 +a(pl,vO) s (p1,VO) S (pl,VO)

-1-1-1
l+~sS ,

where the left hand side characteristics are first estimated

in an actual situation. The price index p(p1,pO; VC) is

defined completely in consumption space and it is estimated

by standard methods of demand theory. The consumer price index

calculated by Laspeyres formula provides as a rule a sufficiently

good approximation for it and more udvanceu methous are needed

only if price relatives p!/p~ of consumer goods differ from
1 1

each other considerably. In that case some superlative index

number formula, e.g. Pisher, Tornqvist or Sato-Vartia fon.,ula

s)\()uld be used, sce Vartia (E/78). These formulas are

caJ,u.l:tt"cll stra;gbtfon~adl)' from :1.::tIW~ consumption uata and
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t }' -1 05 °/5..,1 0/, C/ P- - 1 ° yO) 1'1 hmus Jave a = a = a 1\ = a tp, P; . JUS t e

curvature parameter diminishes somewhat if prices increase,

A> 1. This relation al ~ aO/P(pl,pO; VO) is a reasonable

for all (pO ,CO ,S°) and A> O. In other notation: For all pO,

A> 0, (CO ,SO) and y O

approximation also more generally.

ApO then

V(pO,CO,SO)V(ApO,ACO,AS O)

Example 2. If all prices chonr:e proportionally, pI

by the p-regularity assumption (52) we have

(109)

they provide an excellent approximation not directly for

-100 - -10-, -.pep,p; V) but tor pep,p; \.), \~bcre V IS an average

consumption utility lying somewhere between VO
= V(pO,CO,O)

and VI = VCpl,C1,0). But unless the nonhomotheticity of the

consumer utility f~nction ue~II) or v(p,Cll) is exceptionally
_ - 0 .. ' -10-strong whIle V and V dIffer consIderably pep ,p ; V) anJ

- 1 0 0pep ,p ; v ) are almost equal .to each other and any superlative

consumer price index formula approximates well also p(pl,pO; VD),

cL chapter 2 and Vartia (1976, p. 39), Theil n967) and Diel,crt (1976).

for any homothetic consumer utility u(qll) p(pl,pO; V) and

~(pl,pO; yO) are necessarily equal for all reference utility

- ° - 1 ° °levels V and V . Therefore for practical purposes pep ,p ; V )

of (107) may be approximated well enough. The problem is solved

° ° 0 -1-1-1when asS and asS are estimated with a comparable accuracy. (110) (CO,SO)EA(pO,VO) ... (ACO,ASO)EA(pl,YO).

We illustrate their estimation by a few examples.

Therefore for all proportional changes in prices we have
Example 1. If the preferencies of the income user are ~trongly

p-regular (see Appendix 2) the indifference curves A(pO,VO)

and A(pl,VO) corresponding to the same utility y O and two
(110) ° ° °P CAp ,P ; V ) P(ApO,pO; yO) A •

different price situations are 'homothetic', i.e. notwithstanding

llere A = p(pl,pO; VD) which in turn equals p(pl,pO; VD),

a scale factor A their shape is the same. In this case wc have:

For all pO and pI tlleTe exists a A such that for all (C,S) and

vQ

(1 OS) ° ° . 1 °(C,S) E A(p ,V ) ~ (AC,AS) E A(p ,V ) •

-1 0 -1 0 -1 0Also here s = s , 5 = AS and a = a lA. Equation (110)

holds approximately if prices change almost proportionally.

Example 3. Suppose that pO and pI are not proportional to each

other and that the relative prices p~/p~ of consumption goods
I, I

have changed e.g. in such a way that saving has become less

desirabla, 51 <sO, The compensated value of saving SI = S(pl,yO)

mar he estimated as follol1s

Optil:l:11 propansi tics to save 50 and ;;1 arc 0150 cqual and

SI = AS O = pepl ,pO; yO)SO. Because here ;)0SOSO '= ijlsl S1 IH~
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S(pl,YO)

1 ° 1 °sCp ,Y )YCp ,Y )

~

86

Their values must be inferreo from the details of the

situation investigated.

0. ° ° °Suppose that Y = SO 000 mk/year, s = 0.20 and thus CC ,S )

= (40 000; 10 000). If the relative compensation

slyl

-1 yl °
s aY

Y

-lp( 1 O. yO)yOs p ,p ,

(115)
yo
yo 1 + aOs OSO

For the curvature parameter we use the approximatien

(1l2)

-1- 1 ° ° °"" s pep ,p; Y)Y •

-1 O/P( 1 ° \,0)"a "" a . p ,p ; , .

of forcing saving 50 = 10 000 to zero equals 1.02 the pair

(C,S) = (52 000,0) would give the same satisfaction te our

income user as (40 000,10 000) actually did. By an extra

2 000 mk (which is 20 , of his saving) he could be persuaded

to consume all his income. Here the curvature parameter a O

w0uld be thus

This means roughly that the curvatures of the two indifference

curves dral~n on !_eal (C,S)-plane arc approximately equal

near the optimum point. This hold e.g. if the indifference

curve has shifted on the real CC,5)-plane. Therefore

(116) a O yO
(::o-l)/SOSO
Y

0.02/(0.20)(10000)

(113) -1-1-1 ° -] 2 °asS "" a (s ) Y
0.000010.

lIere the old income yD :lJlll the ]'l""J'(,ll5i ty to save sO arc

. -1
anl1 5oknown and only a

and

(114) I'" aOs Os('l

-I-hIl+as:>

l" :t D([o;D)2 y D

"" 1 .. aOes 1)2 y l1

"" 1- aO(sl_ s0) (51 .. sO)yO

J\C~d to I,t~ cstiJlJ:llcJ.

Note that if our income user would be almost indifferent

between saving or consuming his actual saving 50, the

compensation yO /yO =: I wouItl be almost unity and a O very

nearly zero. In this casc (114) would be practically unity

and the the inoiffercncc surfaces A(pO,YO) and A(pl,VO)

l~Olll(1 :J1Il11lSt coincide with the uu(lgc'c constraint.s yO = C + S

and yl = C .. 5 respectively. In th:n case pepl ,pO; VO) =
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p(pl,pO; yO) w'ould ;Jgain be a.n excellent approxi.mation Ilnd

our theory would reduce to the tradition&l approach discussed

Note also that (118) reduces to our basic approximation

p(pl,pO; VO) ~ p(pl,pO; VD) when i l and sO arc estimated

in chapter 2. tu be equal.

But here we consider the more interesting case '"hcre the

curvatures of the indifference curves A(pO,YO) and A(pl,VO)

The compensated income in the new price situation pI is

calculated from (93)

differ from zero, so that an estimate of the new compensated

propensity to save 51 is needed. Suppose that p(pl,pO; VO) (118) yl Y(pl,YO)

J .046 and that the subjective profitability of saving has

decreased because of nonequal relative prices p~/p~ in such

a way that sI is estimated to be 0.18 instead of previous

sO = 0.20. In this case we get from (114)

p(pl,pO; VO)yO

~ (1. 05) 50 000

= 52 500

(117) 1 - a O(5 1 _ sO) (51 + sO)yO and the optimal saving and 'consumption are determined as

follows

I
By inserting this and our estimate 1.046 of the consumer

price index p(pl,pC; yO) to

by less than half a percent. Therefore even when the pro]1l'lIs i ty

to save ch:lnged [ro;n s° ~ 0.20 to s] " 0.18 the pdce inllex

r'(pl,pO; VO) remaincd ~1TI good apJlrc.'xim~ltiol1 of 1h(> pricc

index PCpl ,pO; Vo) oC thl' l!ispos;lblc inCOIIIl'.

falls short of the consumer price index p(pl ,pO; VO)

p(pl ,pO; yO) ~ p(pl ,1'0; VD) (l _ a O(sI _ sO) (51 + 5°)'1 0 )

1 ° _ 1,0 1 °S (p ,Y ) - s (p ," ) 'I (p ,Y )

-1~1s y

~ (0.18)52 500

9 450 (mk/year)

~(pl,yO) = Y(pl,yO) _ S(pl,yO)

~l -1
'I - S

~ 52 500 - 9 ~50

43 050 (mk/year) .

(120)

(119)

J. 01(;

(l . C'16) (1. () (38) = ]. () 5, N h j (' h

1.0038

1 - 0.00001(0.18 - 0.20) (0.18 + 0.20)50 000

(113)

we get finally p(pl,pO; VC)
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Thus the compensated income Y(pl,YO) = 52 500 lIlk/year is

divided optimal1y into compensated consumption C(pl,VO) =

43 050 mk/year and compensated saving 9 450 mk/year, which

are just sufficient to produce the old utility yO = y(pO,CO,SO)

y(pO, 40 000, 10 OGO) under new prices pI. The rathergre~t

relative increase in consumption C(p\;V
O

) - 1 = 43 050/40 000 - I
C

= 0.0763 = 7.63 , (which exceeds 5 ') is offset by the relative
S ( 1 yO 9 450

decrease of P 0 -1 =IOOoo - 1 = -0.0550 = -5.50 'in saving.
S

Note that it is by no means sufficient to give a 4.60 , (or

90

Equation (118) shows that the price index of the disposable

income p(pl,pO;yO) exceeds the consumer price inde~ p(pl,pO;yO)

if the saving incentives in the new compensated situation under

pJ-prices have diminished (i.e. ~1 < sO) as in our previous

example. Intuitively, this means that the relative compensation

of the disposable income must exceed the relative change in

consumer prices p(pl,pO);yO) if the subjective profitability

of saving in the new price situation has diminished. Taking

logarithms of both sides of (118) we get

even 5 ') compensation for consumption only (i.e. give for

consumption purposes (1.0460) (40 000) = 41 840 mk/year) and (121)
100 1 0logP(p ,p ;y ) = log Y(p ,y }

y O
leave saving uncorr,pensated. In this case the income in the

new price situation would be 41 840 + ID 000 = 51 840 mk/year

which exceeds the old income 50 000 by only 3.68 I. The truly

compensated income (118) must exceed the old income by 5 ,.

The generalized purchasing power of undercompensated 51 840

mk/year under new prices pI would be 1.32 , less than the

purchbsing power of 50 000 mk/year under old prices pO.

Note also that it would not be optimal for our consumer-SHver

to consume 80 , or 42 000 mk yearly and save the rest 10 500 mk

out of annual income of 52 500 mk under pl_price~, because

in the trUly compensated situation the optimal propensity

to save was 18 ,. Therefore the allucation (42 000,10 SOD)

would produce somewhat less utility than the optimnl :Il]ochtion
. ~l ] ()(43 DSC, 9 4.50) of the same compensated Illcome '( = Y(p ,V )

52500. Any alloC:ltio!l of sowe smullc1' yearly illCOlllC (e.g.

of 51 840 mk) wouI U Jl roduce less uti 1 i ty.

- 1 ° Q ° -1 ° -i 0 0'" 10gP(p ,p ;Y) + log(l - a (s - s ) (s + s )Y )

- 1 ° ° ° -1 0 -1 0 0'" 10gP(p ,p ;y ) - a (s - s ) (s + s )Y •

1 0
The relative change log Y(p~,~ in the compel1>sated income is--yo .

- 1 0 ° 0 -1 ° -1 0 °thus divided into two terms, 10gP(p ,p ;y ) and -a (~ - s )(s +s )Y

The first term ~(pl,pO;yO) gives the standard (and main)

effects of changing consumer prices. The latter term

_aD (51 _ 50) (~l + sO)y O is a correction factor which teUs what

is the relative change in disposable income needed to eliminate

the changes in the subjective profitability of saving. It is

positive if ~l<sO. In our example 10gP(pl,pO;yO) =10g(1.046)

o -1 0 -1 ° °0.045 or 4.5 I (read 4.5 log-percents) and -a (5 -s )(s +5 )Y

0.0038 or 0.38 1. Therefore 0.38 ! extra income is needed

here to elimilwt'e the reduchon in the profit:lbility of saving.

ToLII change in the income must be thus 4.5 + 0.38 = 4.88 !

cor1'espon,lillg to 5 , in o]",\ina1'y pcrccnt:lgcs (:IS leg(l.OS) =

0.0488).
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If prices are changed from pO to pI in such a way th~t snvjng

incentives become stronger (;1 > sO) then the correction term
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Appendix 1. We will show here that if for all (p,C) E R~:l

and (l', C) E lR~:1 and for any c E R++ the inequalities

(122) ° -1 ° 1 ° °-a (s - s ) (s + s )Y (1) v(p,Clc) ;:v(p,C!c)

exists a strictly increasing function g: lR~R (depending

possibly of c) such that for all (p,C) E R~:l and for any

in (121) is negative and the ne~dcd change in the disposable
I 0

income log r(p o,V) = 10gp(pl,pO;VO) (Le. the log-change in
Y

the price index of the disposable income) is smaller than the

log-change in the consumer prices 10g~(pl,pO;VO).

(2) v(p,Clc) ;:v(p,Clc)

hold simUltaneously (i.e. either> or

c E lR++

in both), then there

(3) v(p,clc) g(v(p,.clc))

E~uation .(3) says that v(p,Clc) is an increasing transformation

of v(p,Clc) so that both functions are simultaneously ordinal

indirect utility functions. By setting c = 1 we get the

proposition following the inequalities (58).

Proof. Denote z = (p, C) for conveni enee.

Let A(v,e) = {zlv(zlc) = v} and A(v,c) = {zlv(z,c) = v}

denote indifference surfaces of v and v in the space of

Z= (p,C). If z and z are elements of A(v,e) then v(zlc)

v(i: Ic) and because by assumption both (1) and (2) hold, also

\'(zJc) = vczjc). Therefore z, ZE-A(v,c), where v=v(zle).

This shows that the indifference surface A(v(:lc),c) determined

oy any z is a subset of the other indifference surface

ii(v'(zlc),c) determined by the same z. It is sholVll similarly

that A(v(zlc),c)c}\(v(zlc),c), so that for ill! possible v's
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there exists a i such that A(v,c) = X(~,C). This me~ns th~t

the indifference surfaces of v(zlc) anJ ;(zlc) coincide or

that the two functions remain constant in the same sets.
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Appendix 2. So~e regular uti1i~y functions of an income user.

Consider any diiec~ utility func~ion u(q) having properties

B and its dual indirect utility

Therefore there exis ts a func tion g : IR -+ lR such that v (z le)

g(v(zjc), i.e. (3) holds. It remains to be sho\m that g is

stTl.ctly increasing.

(1) y(p,C) : ma:ic{u(q) Ip·q ~ C}
q

which will thus have properties A. The demand function

corresponding to these consumer preferencies isSuppose that it is not. Then we would have for some pair

(z,~)

(4) v(zlc) >v(zlc)

(2) h(p, C) h(r,l) Vv(r,l)
Vv(r,ll.l,r plC.

(5) g(v(zlc)) ~ g(~(zlc)) •

Consider first utility functions W(p,Y,c) of an income user

of the type

B.ut the latter inequality implies (3) l/I(p,Y,c)"= v(p,cY)'+ l(c)

(6) v(zlc) ~v(zlc), or equivalently by (49)

a contradiction with (1) and (2). Therefore g is necessarily (4) V(p,-C,S)
.. C

w(p,C+S, C+S)

also strictly increasing.
---I
~

Cv(p,C) + t(C+S) •

The preferences are regular because the function of (60)

(5) v(p,clcj w(p,C!c,c)

v(p,C) + t(c)
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has the Ploperties A of an indirect utility function ro~ any

c> O. The demand function of the consumer for a given c is

(8)
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B(p,W) =·{(Y,c)!g(v(p,cY)) + l(c) w}

by (65b) and (2)

(6) h(p,elc) h(r,llc)

Vv(r,llc)
Vv(r,llc)'r

in the (Y,c)-space depend on the choice of g(v) and l(c).

If we assume homotheticity (i.e. that h(p,Ac) =Ah(p,C))

and choose a special representation of v(p,C) particularly

simple results arise. Pick some reference prices p and

expenditure Cand represent v(p,C) in the form

v" fr , 1)
= V" l' ,Tj:T

h(r,l)

h(p,C) .

(9)

where

v*(p,C) g(v(p,C))

= C/P(p) ,

Thus it is independent of c and the consumption expenditure

C = cY is allocated into different consumer goods according

(10) pep) P(p,p; v) ~ CCp,v)
C(p,v)

ecg,v)
c

;'

te the arbitrary consumer demand function (2). We may say

that the same consumer preferencies described by (1) - (~)

apply uniformly for all c. This is a particularly beautiful

special case of our theory, which contains the very generality

of the standard consumer theory. In the role of a consumer

the income user has an arbitrary demand function (2). Different

increasing transformations

is the KonUs cost of living index (3) comparing prices p with

the reference. prices p on the reference utility 1eve~

v = v(p,C) = u(h(p,C)). Here C/P(p) is the real expenditure

of the situation (p,C) and the representation (9) exists for

any indirect utility function v(p,e) representing homothetic

c~nsumer preferences. If e.g. in two situations (pO,CO) and
11· . 0011(p ,e ) the real expendItures are equal, C /P(p ) = C /P(p ),

then

(7) ,,*(p,C) g(v(p,C))

(11) Cl/CO

.'

P(pl)fP(pO)

of (1) lead to the san\(' demand function (2) but the indi fft'reIlcc

curves
C(pl,\;')

C
c

C(po ,~)

1 0 ~
pep ,p ; v) ,
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with indifference curves

where p(pl,pO;.v) is independent of the reference utility

level v because of homotheticity. This states that the change

CO~ Cl in expenditure is just eno~gh to compensate for the

price change pO~pl or that the utility has remained the same,

v(pO,CO) = v(pl,C l ), see e.g. Vartia (1978b). Now let

where A '" P(JvP(pO). The same st~etching factor A applies

for all c's and for all utility levels l/I. We may call y = Y/P(p)

the real income and investigate the indifference curves on the
'y

space of (y,c) '" (PTPT' cl. Because by (13)

:.L ~o/ .:..t(c)

pep) c
y

(yO.,c.) e: B(pO ,~) & (yl.,c) e: B(pl ,l/I) .. yl .. >'y
0 ,(16) .

(17)

c' yPTPT + .t(e)l/I (p, y, c)(12)

(13) B(p,l/I) ",' {(y,c) (cP-lPJ + .t(c) .. l/I}

the indifference curves on (y,c)-space are

The indifference curve B(p,~) has a simple representation

(18) BR(p,l/I) .. {(y,c) Iy '0/ :.. .tCc)}

c

(14) y = pep) (I)i--:(C)) •

The images of n(pO,~) and B(pl,l/I) coincide on the real income

scale,

a remarkable fact that their ratio is independent of both c

From (14) we may easily calculate all pairs (Y,c) of B(p,~).

BU~ we may also infer how B(pO,~) and B(pl,l/I) are related.

Let (yO,c) e: B(pO ,~) and (yl,c) e: B(pl ,~). Fro~ (14) we see w.hich shows that BR(p,1/I) of (12) is independent of p! We will

call a utility function 1/I(p,y,c) and the implied preferences

strongly p-regular if (19) holds, or equivalently: for all

pO and pI there exists a A> 0 such that for all yO> ° and

and ;jI:

(15) y1/yO p(pl)/p(pO) •

(19)

c> °

oBR (p ,~)
1BR(p ,1/1),

It depends only on prices pO and pI. Therefore foi preferences

of the type (12) two indifference curves U(po,.) and D(pl,.)

(20) o Cll/I(p ,y ,c) 1 0l/I(p "AY ,c) .

corresponding to the same utility. arc related in an extremely

simple way:

Of course, strong p-regularity does not hold generally. Note

also that for any regular or p-regular 1/J(p,y,c) equation (16)
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holds fo:r proportional changes in pri.ces, pO ... ;l,pO, and'

therefore

"from which we ~ee that c = c depends only on real income

y = Y/P(p). If _1.' (c)' = «+£lc we have

(21) °BR (p ,'P) BRO,pO ,'P) •
(23) y = «+ Sc L Cc) ,

Figure 13. Indifference curves BR(p.'P) of some strongly p
regular preferences

i.e., real income y is a linear function L(~) = CL + S~ of the

optimal ~. Inversely, ~ as a function of y is also linear

(25) i' (c) = - a - £lc

By in~egrating

c o 1
BR(p ,~)=BR(P ,~)

I I! »a-
real income y=Y/P(p)

(24)

we get

A . 1 .
c = H(y) = 6(y-a)

lYS(pw - a) •

By normalization i(l)

For preferences wnich are not strongly p-regular BR(PO,'P)

and BR(pl,~) do not coincide complitely althouzh they normally

situate near each other.

(26) . i(c)
. S 2

d - ac - 2 c

°we have d = a + ~ and finally

propensity to consume diminishes with real income. For any

(p,Y,c) where c mayor may not be optimal the demand function

For preferences (27) optimal ~ is a linear function of real

income y = Y/P(p) and ~ = 1 when y = a. If 8<0 the optimal

We may generate different strongly p-regular preferences

all of which lead to the same homothetic consumer demand

h(p,C) by choosing i(c) in (12) in a suitable way. The indiffe

rence curves (18) may be made to change in a very general way

when utility 'P or equivalently real income y = Y/P(p) changes.

Optimal c is the solution of

(27) 'P (p, Y ,c)
Yc'P'lPT +a(l-c) +!(1_c

2
).

(22) <lHp,Y,c)/<lc 'Pc Y/P(p) + .e' (c) = o. is
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If on the other hand

(28) h (p,C) h(r,l)

J
VP~r)

1
VP(r) • r

(34) 1/1 (p, Y,c)
.. Y

g(PCp)J + t(c)

where I'

h (p, lj;C)

plC and C = cY. It is necessarily homothetic:

ljJh(p,C) for all aclmisslble orguments.

the indifference curve on (y,e)-sea1e satisfies

(35) g(cy) = 1/1 -lee)

As the second example we specify

Because g(v) is increasing we may solve for y

(29) y -l.'(C) L Cc) c - a
dc - b

(36) y g-1(1/I -l(c))/c

which corresponds to quite a flexible function

(30) ~ = H(y) ~,1 + ay

so that also here BR(p,l/J) ~s.independent of p and strong p

regularity holds. More generally, 1/I(p,Y,c) is strongly p

regular if

Integrating (29) gives

(37) 1/1 (p, Y, c) f(v(p,cY) ,c),

(31) l(c) e ... f( a-c)d1)7(lc c

where v(p,C) represents homothetic consumer preferences

a . c
e - (a:+b)loglb-d'':!-(T'

If wc generalize (12) to

and is thus of the form v(p,C) = g(C/P(p)), see Afriat

(1972, p. 26).

Let's generalize (34) for nonhomothetic preferences:

(32) ljJ(p,Y,c) f(c) p1~' ... lee)
(38) ~'(p,Y,c) g(v(p,cY)) ... l(c) •

we maintain stl"Onjj p-rc-gularitr [IS (r,c) E: BR(Jl.~I) impliL's
The indifference curve in (Y,e)-space is

(33) y (1iJ - !'(c))! f(c)c ,
(39) B(p,qJ) {(Y ,c) Iv(p,cY) g-l (1jI _ l (c)))
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and it doesn't h~ve the property (l6) unless v(p,C) is

homothetic. If (y
O,c) E: B(pO ,11) anu (y] ,c) E R(pl ,ljJ) we have
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